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Gerety Named 17th Trinity Pr
Students, Faculty, and Trustees Enthusiastic About Decision
entious objector. "I was very much
opposed to the war in Vietnam...
though I'believe in the draft and the
strength of the national defense," said
Gerety.
AUIarvard Law School, Gerety
The trustees have made it official. At a press conference last Satur- participated in a well-publicized event
day, it was announced that Dean and in which he broke up an attempt by
Nippert Professor of Law at the Uni- several anti-war protestors to kidnap
versity of Cincinnati College of Law a vice president of the college. The
Tom Gerety had been named the next new president has made it clear,
though, that politics will not be a part
president of Trinity College.
Sporting the traditional Trinity of his job.
. Dispelling concern that he was
tie, Gerety enthusiastically addressed
a room of reporters, television cam- using the position as a stepping stone,
eras, and supporters. "I am honored Gerety said, "I have promised the
and thrilled that Trinity has asked me Board that 1 would stay for ten years,
to do what 1 think is a very important and that I would not go for any other
job for the city of Hartford, to Ameri- job."
There are responsibilities that
can education, to the faculty, and to
necessitate trips which take the presithe students," said Gerety.
In a letter to all members of I he dent away from campus for various
Trinity community, Edward A. recruiting and fund raising events.
Montgomery, Chairman of the Board Regarding the nature of the job, Gerof Trustees said, "Out of a pool of ety said, "I think you'll find me
more than 150 distinguished nominees, he was the , unanimous first
choice of the trustees, faculty, and
students on the search committee."
Professor of History Borden
Painter, a member of the presidential
-Special to the Tripodsearch committee, mentioned that he
and the rest of the committee are
This past weekend, for the first
extremely optimistic about the deci' sion. "He will fit in very well," added time in the state's history, over one
hundred students from across ConPainter.
President English, who will step necticut gathered for a conference
down as president on July 1, lauded directed at community service.
The conference, titled "Buildhis successor,' "He is eloquent, he is
energetic, he is prudent, he is frugal, ing Community CONNections into
the '90's," was sponsored by the State
but most of all he has vision,"
Gerety offered several ways in Department of Higher Education
which he intends to improve Trinity \s through a Community Service Felstaggered relationship with its community, "First toget the faculty to live
around here. Secondly, to encourage
more student and faculty volunteerism, and thirdly try to take a leadership role in the city, and finally to
-By John Kehoecreate a more interesting atmosphere
News Staff Writer
on campus."
He also recommended that the
The Trinity College Activities
school increase the number of projects such as Cinestudio, which would Committee (TCAC) will be hosting
increase the number of on-campus several musical events this Spring
activities available to the people of Weekend, including the headlining
Hartford.
The expansion of the artist, blues guitarist Robert Cray.
Friday afternoon, four student
bookstore was also mentioned as a
means of better service to the college bands will be playing on the cave
patio. Each band will play between a
and the community,
Gerety, who was a college stu- half hour and forty-five minutes. The
dent' at Yale during the sixties, al- first band will begin at 4:00PM.
luded to some of his experences when
Cray will perform Sunday afterasked about his position as a consci- noon on the Life Science quad.
-By David GerberAssistant News Editor

combining trips that are partly for
recruiting students and faculty, and
partly for recruiting friends and supporters from the alumni and others,"
Regarding his committment to
the visibility and accessibility of the
president, Gerety has been granted
the position of professor of the philosophy department and does intend
to teach a course.
Adelia Moore, Gerety's wife,
presently a doctoral candidate in clinical psychology at the University of
Cinncinati, says that she is looking
forward to getting involved on campus. "1 haven't talked with anyone
about this yet, but I'd be very interested in perhaps running a women's
group."
Gerety, his wife, and his four
sons are looking forward to the transition. Originally from Fairfield, the
return to Connecticut is especially
appealing to Gerety. He remarked, "I
am delighted to be home again."

Tom Gerety, the new Trinity President and his wife Adeli'a Moore
Photo by Timothy Faimkes

Unity Stressed at Outreach Conference
lowship established last year by State
Senator Kevin Sullivan '71.
The conference focused on three
sets of workshops which addressed
issues involved in service to the
community and plans of action geared
toward those issues. Many of the
workshops were actually run by students, reflecting the emphasis on
student involvement throughout the
weekend.
The conference is important not
only for its novelty, but also for the:
coordinating role the students played

in its planning. For the past several
months, students from ten campuses
across the state have met to formulate
the agenda for the gathering and to
coordinate all activities. The students
in attendance represented a diverse
array of campuses.
Those who attended felt that the
conference made a strong statement
to the state legislature regarding the
power of the students and the strong
commitment .which they haye for
community.service, '"* ! ,
,,
StephenSaloom.aUniversityof,

Connecticut junior who coordinated
the conference, said, "It's- amazing
how charged up the students have
gotten as a result of the inspirational
speakers, action-oriented workshops
and the ability to to meet with other
students who are all involved with
community service. They all seem to
feed off each other.?>
Some of the speakers included
State Senators Sullivan and John
Larson.GregRicksandWayneMeisel
from the Campus Outreach OpportuContinued on Page4

Robert Gray to Play Spring Weekend

Robert Cray, pictured above, and Ivan Neville will headline the Trinity 1989
Spring Weekend Condert.
Photo by Timothy White

Opening for Cray will be Ivan NevValzania admitted, "We ended
ille, who will begin playing at 1:30 up with a pretty lousy show [lastyear]
p.m.
:
and also the weather was bad so it was
Best known for his song "Don't indoors. So this year I was getting
be Afraid of the Dark" Cray has re- worried that the same thing would
ceived some top-forty play on radio happen again."
stations this year: His album "Strong
Valzania elaborated on some of
Persuasion,"whichcameotifin 1986, the other bands considered for Spring
is often played on student and pro-, Weekend, "We figured that Living
gressive rock stations. .
Colour was a really up-and-coming
Cray has played at the New band, and the Violent Fernrnes were.,
Orleans Jazz Festival and is best coming out with a new album, and
known for his unique combination of starting to tour again, so we figured
jazz, rock and blues. He has been •they would be good together. We put
hailed as the newest performer to bids out on them...and they said no."
combine Southern rock and blues and
"We tried to get Edie 'Brickejl
has also done work with Bruce also. What happened with her was
Hornsby.
.
.
that we got into these big bidding
Cray plays both large and small : wars," lamented Valzania, "All the
arenas and will be performing at the schools really wanted her, so that
Worcester Centrum this weekend. they were trying to outdo each other.
Among his several appearances in the I heard one bid around forty thousand
Northeast, Cray will be making a stop dollars which she. ended up going
at Tufts University on Saturday night. f o r . " ' . . , - - ' , . : .. '.•. ••;.;'. •*' .;-. .
"We tried to get Crowded House
Finally, TCAC was able to cap[in Decemberl...and then the student ture Cray, "I'd; beerr working: with;
activities budget was cut," explained this-one agent and I asked him,— this
president of TCAC Dave Valzania./
was almost a last ditch effort— 1s ;
"We had to put everything on' there any chance wecan get Robert
hold then, to re-evaluate the whple Cray?' At first he wasn't [available]
situation, and couldn't do anything but then the agent called him ;and
until after we.got back from Christ- encouraged him and he said yes,"
mas break," Valzania stated, "By that Valzania reported. •
time it was too late. They had changed
The two bands are costing the
their touring plans."
'
school $25,000. in addition to the
"It was-starting to come down tothe wire, and we were scrambling to
see who was available. There really"
wasn't much out there, and it seemed
I ike it was going to be a situation like
last year, [when! availability was very
limited," Valzania added, ,
There is a certain degree of difficulty in finding bands to play; at
Trinity, According to Valzania,"The
whole Northeast takes it on the chin ,
when it comes to .spring weekendtype activities because not many bands
want to play up here because the
weather is really iffy. They'd rather
play in Arizona. A lot of bands are •
stilloritheWestcoastanddon'tcome
out here until June."
.
:

band's fees, there are other expenses
Such as agents, dues, and stage costs.
Extra security, including 6-8 HartfordPplice officers augmentingTrinity security, should cost about $ 1500
to $2000. Total cost for the show is
expected to total a little over $30,000,
"We got a package deal. He had
been touring with Ivan Neville,
Generally when.you get a package:
like that you get a pretty good deal.
They throw a lot of their expenses
together which cuts down their cost,
and also they're carrying alot of their
own production which means, normally where we would have to go to
a sound and lights company, these
guys are carrying a lot of their own
stuff," added Valzania
The most spent for a single band
in the past had been $ 15,000.
"This is a record amount for
what's ever been spent here for a
band. But I think for Robert Cray and
Ivan Neville plus the production,it's
a pretty good price," stated Valzania.
The money will come from TCAC's
operating budget of about $60,000
w h i c h c o m e s from the student activi t y ' f e e . ' ' " ; ' . •..'.... ' ••:'.': •"-• '• •• • ' •

The announcement was withheld until today because of security
problems. Valzania explained, "The
word got,out which is discouraging
Continued on Page 4

The Accideotal Citizen ;
MYTHlsslppi Burning
Dream Team Reviewed
Glass"of *93 Visit,: : ::
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School Policy Inconsistent:
-••itseemsthatthe'Tripodhasoftenbeenmisunderstood. Itistime
to explain our situation to the Trinity community, and especially our
critics.
We are a completely student-run organization which puts out a
weekly paper of interest to the Trinity community; We strive each
week to publish the best writing that we possibly can, using the finest
national news publications as our models. .,'".•
Many obstacles are in the way of making the Tripod run exactly
like a city newspaper. Our staff is made up entirely of student
volunteers who are, like the rest of the student body, required to
complete a full course load each semester. The Tripod is always in
search of more writers to write on the multitude of happenings at our
college each week. At mid-term and final exam time, the number of
reporters willing to write dwindlesconsiderably— a situation leaving
editors overwhelmed by the slack.
Another difficulty is that our liberal arts college does not offer a
journalism major or, at this time> even a single journalism class.
University newspapers often thrive on the abundance of reporters who
are trained journalism majors avidly, obtaining "clips" for their future
careers. Several institutions are also able to lure good writers through
course credit or monetary compensation.
, In the past; theTripod has been a spring board to the careers of
great journalists such as George Will and Peter Kilborn. The Tripod is
not annually blessed with such impressive talents, but we do put forth
our best work possible.
Therefore, the Tripod depends upon the dedication*of writers
and editors who devote their free time to a publication which informs
and entertains those involved with the college. Those students who
have made a personal effort to obtain journalistic training through
internships and coursework elsewhere are of great value to us and give
us much of our direction.
The argument that the editors' positions should last for a full
year in order to provide commitment and continuity is unfeasible.
Positions last for one semester to insure that there is not a monopoly on
any aspect of the paper. An editor can run again for the same position.
However, after a semester, an editor is usually ready for promotion to
a higher level or a vacation from the paper.
,
The work we require from our editors is very demanding. It
involves being on call during the week to keep abreast of story ideas,
assign them, and catch up with Writers who are late. Tripod editors
rarely know the.concep t of a free weekend becausethey are in the office
editing and laying out their pages in addition to writing their own
pieces. 10-20 hours or more per week working on the paper is not atl
all unusual. This year, commitment has not been a problem.
The Tripod has also made an effort, this term to. do more
investigative news articles. For example, pieces were written on,the
racial atmosphere, explanations of where our tuition money goes, and
research on the CIA protest.
It is therefore very disheartening.to be criticized for not being
committed to the Tripod when so much time and effort is being put into
it. If anyone who wrote a letter to thiseffect had been on the staff they
would realize it was not true. People who feel so strongly about the
quality of the paper would be much more constructive by joining the
staff and helping us rather than bemoaning its inadequacies.
Tripod Elections for next semester will be held in the of f ice in
Jackson basement on May 2 at 7;00 p.m.
J;A.S.

TRINITY TRIPOD
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Judy Sandford
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St. A's Questions Decision on Party
To the Editor:
In response to the issues raised
by the Deaii of Students Office, the
Board of Trustees, and others concerning student social behavior, St.
Anthony Hall attempted to sponsor a
party on Friday, April 2.1st at which
no alcohol would be served. Our
intention was to host a live student
band and provide food in order to
create an environment for genuine
student interaction that was not centered around alcohol.
To our dismay, we were asked
not to host this event. The reasons
cited, I believe, reveal the inconsistent nature of school policy in this
regard. The first concern raised was,
"even if you don't provide alcohol,
how will you keep people from drinking to excess? They can bring their
own." Of course they can. Prohibiting everyone from drinking is not our
job, nor was it our intent. We cannot
be held responsible for the average
Trinity student's ability to purchase
alcohol at local package stores. We
simply wanted to sponsor an event in

which alcohol was not, as the admini' stration has so often phrased it, "the
primary focus". It seems inconsistent, then, that the powers that be
would quash an effort which was
designed as a positive response to
their concerns. From this action I can
only infer that the college is content
to use fraternities as scapegoats for
perceived campus problems — such
as excessive drinking, lack of diversity, and intellectual apathy — but is
unwilling to accept their help in
. combatting them.
The second objection raised
against this event was the claim that it
would attract "dangerous" elements.
Apparently the presence on campus
of the Pan-American Dance and the
Anti-Apartheid Symposium constitute a threat to the security of the
students should the participants wander over to the party. This I find a
little hard to swallow. My reluctance
to accept this concern as a valid reason for cancelling the event can be
summarized in the form of two ques-

tions. If these groups can be considered such a danger (and I don't think
they can), why are they being allowed
on campus in the first place? If the
administration is really concerned
about promoting diversity, why are
.we being discouraged from interacting with other groups?
This entire incident serves to
underscore the college's lack of consistent policy and true direction. Does
the Dean of Students office want to
affect change or doesn't it? If it does,
then it should be willing to make use
of all means made available to it.
Speaking just for myself, I am tired of
hearing that the student body is apathetic. I think that the students here
can do much to improve the intellectual and social atmosphere if they are
not excluded from the process. It
would be greatly appreciated it, in the
future, the administration would attempt to work with student organizations instead of simply berating them.
Michael Petrucelli
President, St. Anthony Hall

Performance Notices Vandalized
To the Editor:
In the past two or three days, and
in fact the past six or seven months,
the group After Dark has been under
barrage of silent defiance and spite
that hadn't really become ridiculous
until now.
Before the writing of this letter,
I and others had expended much of
our own time and efforts in order to
,'pp$tads for ourSpring Concert. These •.
benign pieces of paper have been
unrelentingly obliterated by an unknown party, disappearing without a
trace. That is, until now. Heaps of
mutilated: wads of paper bearing the
name "After Dark" are appearing on
the floor in front of my door nowadays. It is this particular display of
majice that prompts me to writev since
I don't have a clue as to whom I am
referring.
.:
Our announcements have been
torn down from windows and bulletin
boards alike; moreover, they have
been removed from place0Tj2.60 474.240 Td0.000 Tw-0.2e63vent

hav b u n c e m e n t
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Op-Ed
Disunity of Black South Africa Addressed
To the Editor:
Our aim in this letter is to respond not to Mr. Morathi's views
concerning the Mandela issue, as
expressed in his letter published in
the Tripod of March 21 st, but to the
new and important issues he introduced. We believe Mr. Morathi went
beyond the subject, and we have to
follow suit.
We fully agree with Mr. Morathi
that many of his "leadership and
membership have gone through apartheid brutalities" and that "they are in
exile not out of their choice", but we
are still adamant that Winnie Mandela is physically in her pains alone,
though all of us do feel and express
sympathy for her. Feeling sympathy
and feeling pains are exchangeable!
We hope Mr. Morathi does not mean
that Winnie's pains are,not severe
enough otherwise she would have
gone into exile.
Mr. Morathi is absolutely right
by saying that "many of their members have laid their lives, paid in blood
for the creation of a new, non-racial,
democratic society", but it is also true
that many of non-ANC members went
through the same experience. Probably the most outstanding example is
Steve Biko of the Black Consciousness Movement (BMC) who was
killed in detention by South African
police. Robert Sobukwe, the founderpresident of the Pan-African Congress, was sent to Robben Island for
organizing and leading the demonstrations against the pass laws at
Sharpeville in 1960 which resulted in
the Sharpville shootings.
We hope when saying many of
their members "are faced with death
row", he does not refer to the socalled Sharpville Six, who, of course,
are on death row because they did
what any other government on Earth
would consider as crime inside its
own borders: the six, one woman and
five men, who were not students (as
was presented to the Trinity Community), were arrested because-of their
involvement in the murder of the
deputy mayor of Lekoa. The group,
who claimed to acting on the orders of
the UDF, pulled their victim out of his
house, laid him on top of his car,
sprinkled hirrfwith gasoline, then set
him ablaze!.When the Trinity community was asked to sign cards for the
release of these "students" last year,
they were not given these details, but
after Frances Kendal • from South
Africa disclosed it in April in Austin
Arts Center, many of those who had
signed regretted their action. This is
the price of doing things without
proper information.
Incidents of this nature are
common in South Africa. The murder
of Mrs. Skosana, wife of a Methodist
church lay leader (who also was
murdered), is another horrible example. Pregnant as she was, she was
seized by a mob of about 500 UDF
revolutionaries while attending a

Bigotry
Over The
Airwaves
To the Editor:
We were listening to "Hip
Hop Nation" on WRTC on April
3 when, to our dismay, we heard
a selection from a virulently antiSemitic speech by, we believe,
Louis Farrakhan, Jr. mixed into a
"Rap" or "House" music selection. We are hopping mad. This is
just one more example of bigotry
sponsored, directly or indirectly,
by this institution. Besides, it's
not very nice. We trust that this
will not happen again.
Sincerely,
John C.R. Carter
Daniel E. Sutton
Victoria C. Gardner
Massoud Amiri
Peter St. Phillip
Stephanie Ritz

funeral at a cemetery. The revolutionaries, in presence of CBS and European TV cameras, ripped off her
clothes and pinned her to the ground
with a rock. Onerevolutionary poured
gasoline on her while another set fire
to her. One wonders why these "fighters" don't do the same to Mrs. Botha.
Yes, sanctions can be a "program of action", but not all programs
of action lead to real actions or bear
better fruit. Furthermore, sanctions
being "a struggle that is supported by
the UN, the OAU, and the NonAligned Movement", do not necessarily make them workable. Not everything that is supported by these
bodies works. The African unity
sought by the OAU never came into
existence. The world peace sought by
the UN is not yet in sight. The NonAligned nations are more aligned than
ever before. And: the UN and the
NAM are supporting different sides .
in the conflict over the eruption of
war in Northern Namibia. If positions
of these bodies are the criteria for
correctness, whose position should
we take as correct over the Namibia
issue?
Of course "by publicity and
rhetorics" we do not mean "the people
who have been imprisoned for the
support of the ANC..,", because it is
already clear that nobody was imprisoned for calling for sanctions. Calling
for sanctions and support of a political party are two horses of different
colors. If people were arrested because of their support of the ANC.
only, then Mr. Morathi would mean
the ANC has only a few supporters,
because certainly the number of the
prisoners and detainees is not huge
for a party.
Also, we have to make it a point
here that while we sympathize with
the ANC in its war against the South
African white regime, we also recognize that the ANC is not the only party
in this struggle. Many people have
been imprisoned, tortured, and killed
for the support of the PAC, which
has, since its inception in 1958,
embarked on and carried out its political and military programs to
achieve its goal - a non-racial, democratic South Africa. The PAC differ
from their ANC compatriots mainly
in that they reject comradeship with
the South African Communist Party
in their struggle. Other groups include BMC, Zion Christian Church
(ZCC) of B ishop Lekganyane, Inkatha
of Chief Gatsha Buthelezi, etc.
Though opposed to the whites-only
rule, Inkatha, with six million followers, ZCC with five million, Bishop
Mokoena with over four million arid
John Gogotya with four million followers differ from the ANC in that
they do not see violence and sanc-

tions as the appropriate methods to
bring apartheid to an end.
Like Mr. Morathi, we appreciate the international press (which is
not necessarily American) for its role
inexposing apartheid. If ^outh Africa
had a free press as Mr. Morathi seems
to suggest, South Africa's ban of international press from reporting freely
marked the end of the free press on
the whole continent and made Africa
darker than ever. From Cape to Cairo
and Mogadishu to Cotonou the press
is restricted, if not state controlled.
Yes, it is "our people's actions
in opposing apartheid", but not rhetorics or sanctions, which have forced
the government to impose the state of
emergency. Clearly supporting rhetorics is not the same as supporting our
people's actions - uprising, strikes,
boycotts, etc., but not "necklacing" of
people "Necklacing" is the UDF
method of killing those who don't
support their tactics by putting a tire
around the v ictim 's neck, pouring gas
on it, and setting it on fire. However,
they don't do ittoP.W. Botha or any
other white official; it has never been
used on a white person. Its application has been on rivals rather than on
enemies. Doesn't this remind you of
Stalin and Hitler's tactics? But if
necklacing is the "theater of struggle"

Mr. Morathi is inviting us to join,
please excuse us, we shall never join.
No, Mr. Morathi, we did not try
to suggest that Trinity should reinvest
in South Africa. Sanctions, the issue
we partly addressed, and divestment,
though related, are two different issues. We make this difference clearer
with examples: while Nigeria and
Ghana have strictly applied sanctions
against South Africa their citizens
have huge investments in the white
republic. Zambia's citizens do not
invest in South Africa but the trade
link between the two nations is
healthy.
When in our letter we concluded,
"this is a time for united action to
abolish apartheid", we meant that the
political organizations of South Africa should stop the conflicts among
themselves. This includes violent
opposition and suppression of other
anti-apartheid organizations such as
Inkatha and the PAC. Also included
is the capturing of children and recruitment of the youth by coercion,
such as the case of the Group of 21
that suffered detention, starvation and
malaria in Mozambique. According
to the survivors of this group, the 21
left South Africa to join their PAC
comrades in Tanzania. But on their
way, the government of Mozambique

intercepted them and detained them
on the orders of the ANC, with the
intention of forcing them to agree to
join the ANC. A few, including Solomon Mahlangu (after whom SOMAFCO is named) contracted malaria and yielded. Others remained
firm until they were allowed to pro-.
ceed to Tanzania after the PAC leaders negotiated for their release.
Mahlangu was immediately sent for
military training in the USSR. On his
return, he was sent back to South
Africa to fight, and was captured and
put on the firing squad by the racist
regime.
Being already in the theater of
struggle, we want to see to it that the
conflicts within the mass democratic
movement, which has even culminated in the so-called black on black
violence, come to an end immediately. Hand in htfhd and shoulder by
shoulder we shall march to the front
to confront the true enemy. The experience of our Afghan Miijahaddin
brothers and sisters should teach us
the way to victory.
Divided we fall, united we conquer!
Sincerely,
Jackson Mwalundange '90
Velaphi Gumbi'92

Assessing The Tripod's "Mediocrity"
To the editor;
It is hard to begin a letter such as
this. Some past or present members
of your staff might take it personally.
However, mine is not a personal attack, but an unleashing of 3 years of
frustration towards the major Trinity
institution with which the students
can control their Trinity existence
and the way it has failed.
I finally decided to write this
letter after reading your April 18
parody issue. Simply - it was not
funny, because it read as if there was
very little thought put into it.
Actually, one might have been
amused if the Tripod had the reputation of a good, well-written and insightful college newspaper. But, ala's,
the Tripod is, and has been since my
arrival in 1986, mired in a bog of
bumbling mediocrity.
Recently, especially last semester, the Tripod was a source of entertainment. It was rather amusing to
read the Op-Ed pages after a writer
made gross generalizations concerning Hartford,andhiseditor completely
butchered his job by not proofing the
infamous pieces. This, although not
truly typical of everyday Tripod
experiences, is enough to tell me, and

maybe others, that the Tripod is not
being run by those who truly care
about the paper's well-being.'
It is true that the Tripod is somewhat better than last term, but really,
who is kidding whom (sic)? So, at this
point, I wish to make some constructive suggestions for the new Tripod
staff- whoever you will be and whenever you take over.
1) Make the positions of editorin-chief, and other editors involved
with the actual editing of written
material, a full-year position. This
will bring around acontiriuity that the
Tripod currently lacks. It will also,
hopefully, push those in those positions to make a more serious commitment.
2) Act like a newspaper. Do not
just report what goes on at Trinity
(It's boring and most of us already
know it), but dig for articles, uncover,
wrongdoing (or gooddoings (sic)) by
important figures on campus. You are
not the New York Times, but that
doesn' t mean you can' t try to ac 11 ike
the Times^ The Tripod is the most
important Trinity institution that students control. We need to use it to our
advantage.
I would like to finish by noting

that there is, or at least until last year
there was a plaque on the wall of the
Tripod office. The plaque was given
to the Tripod in 1961 for being the
best small-college newspaper in
America. At least 2 of those editors
are now professional journalists. Orie
is George F. Will, and the other is the
leading economics reporter, in the

country, at the New York Times.
Again, this is not a personal attack on any member of the Tripod.
However, I would like to see my
college newspaper at least as good as
my high school's;
Sincerely,
David T. Kilborn'90

.

Budapest Correction
To the Editor:
'
I would like to make a correction regarding your article on Zsuzsana
Budapest's visit to Trinity, The primary sponsor of Ms, Budapest's lecture
and ritual was the Trinity Women's Organization, a student-run organization. The Trinity Women's Center was a co-sponsor.
Thank 'you for coverage of her visit.
Sincerely,
.
Judith V. Branzbtirg
Coordinator, Trinity Women's Center

A Note to Our Readers

If possible, please submit your letters on a Macintosh disk in Microsoft
Word or MacWrite, especially if your letter exceeds 250 words in
length. All efforts are made to include the entire text of each letter, but
by placing the letters on a disk, the process is greatly facilitated. Leave
your box number, and your disks will be promptly returned.
:
Thanks,
'
The Tripod Staff
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News
Class of 1993 Looks at Trinity
"General Endocrinology". Approxi- lated, regarding the group in attenmately 246 students and 282 friends dance. All 1400 students currently
-By Patricia Piersonand parents registered during the three accepted by the college were encourNcws Writer
days, although several more students aged to visit, in hopes of facilitating
and guests may have attended with- their selection of institutions by the
May 1 deadline.
Students selected for the class of out signing in.
This"group of 1400 high school
The "main goal of the function
1993 were invited to visit the campus
during Spring Visitation Days on was to expose Trinity life to those — students represented those admitted
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday of students unsure of their final selec- by the college from the 2954 applition, while simultaneously acquaint- cants. Several more students may be
last week.
Parents and guests of the stu- ing those who have selected Trinity
dents were also encouraged to attend with the campus and the faculty.
"The idea is...to educate [the
Visitation Days activities, which included orientation meetings, panel students] more on what Trinity ofdiscussions with Trinity students, fers; to get them excited about it and
A Californiabusiness' s mishangroup tours of the campus, and a put our best foot forward," explained
luncheon with faculty members and Assistant to the Dean of Admissions dling of $650 million in student loans
and Financial Aid Jeffrey Kriebel, has set off a chain of events that
students from various majors.
In addition to the many group "We don't have any figures yet on convinced some of the nation's biggest banks to announce in late March
functions planned, prospective stu- how many have chosen to come."
"We had a little less than 100 that they would stop making student
dents had the opportunity to observe
a variety of classes* at their leisure, students each day, mostly from the loans.
Financial experts say the move
from "Religion in American Society" Northeast with a rare exception being
to "Differential Equations" and from Illinois or Iowa," Kriebel re- means students may have to work
harder to get Stafford loans for next
year, and that "high risk" students-those.who go to certain schools- may
not be able to get them at all in the
future.
"It's moving in that direction,"
said Stephanie Massay of Florida's
Department of Education student aid
office. "More and more lenders are
eliminating vocational, proprietary,
and community schools from their
list."
Banks consider trade school
students as "high risk" because they
are generally less well- off than students at four-year institutions, and
because they graduate into lower
paying jobs.
Community and Junior college
students — a much bigger group —
will still be able to get loans, observers said, but they may have to dig
harder to find banks who will make
loans to two- year collegians.
The impact, however, on students will beminimal,said Jim Palmer
of the American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges in
Washington D.C.
One of the prospective students tours the Trinity campus.
Only nine percent of nation's
Photo by Kathleen Thomas

chosen from the waiting list in the
approaching months.
Observed
Kriebel with respect to the applicant
pool, "Overall we were very pleased
with the quality of students."
Associate Director of Admissions and Director of Transfer Admissions Larry Dowemphasized, "It's
too early to tell precisely the impact,"
of the Visitation Days. "We think it

went well...some students who visited had already decided and some
came to decide."
Added Kriebel, "The Admissions Office appreciates the support
of the student workers: the tour guides,
student panelists, and those in registration; the visiting students appreciated their excitement and enthusiasm."

Student Loan Availability Shrinks

Life on Other Planets
WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY
Wesleyari President William"
Chace formed a faculty panel to quel I
fears about increasing budget problems, but has instead incensed students. The Institutional Priorities
Advisory Committee will work with
a small group of administrators who
will "review the programs and activities of the university."Chace gave no
wordabouthowmuchpowerthepanel
will have.
Wesleyan students see this move
as part of a continuing trend of dtsempowerment of the students by the
administration, The Wesleyan Student Assembly has rejected the Panel,
and is headed for a. showdown with
' the school' s administration.
DARTMOUTH COLLEGE
The saga of the Dartmouth Review continues. The right-wing, student-run newspaper's editors were
suspended from school for harassing
a professor. The students subsequently sued the' school, claiming that
College president James Freedman
discriminated against them because
they were white. On March 23 a
federal judge ruled that Freedman did
not discriminate against the students,
saying they were "not entitled to relief under any set of facts they could
prove."
COLGATE UNIVERSITY
Problems with fraternities seem'
to be the norm this semester for
schools all around the Northeast. At
Colgate, an unidentified student broke
into the Delta Kappa Epsilon house,
stole the fraternity's ledger, andcalled
the newspaper to report violations of
University policy. The DKE Ledger
revealed inc idents of sexual abuse
and gang rape, hazing, theft, and racial incidents. The student saidhe did
not intended specifically to attack
DKE, but to make Colgate students

. .£/,.,

aware of the activities it and other
campus fraternities may be involved
in.
BATES COLLEGE
The Bates curriculum is undergoing some changes in the field of
women's studies. An Associate Professor is trying to encourage the birth
of a new department dedicated to the
study of women. The major problem
is that Bates has few, if any, professors currently on the staff who are
qualified to teach in the discipline.
The first step may be to alter current
history and political science courses
to include the study of women's roles.
AMHERST COLLEGE
Amherst has selected its Class
of 1993. 892 of almost 4,500 applicants were selected, and Amherst
expects to see a class size of around
420. 47 percent of those selected
were women, and 31 percent were
minorities. This number is up from
25 percent minority selection the
previous year. Amherst elected 103
early decision applicants, with 64

percent of the class coming from
public schools.
WILLIAMS COLLEGE
Beginning with the Class of
1993* Williams students will have a
non-Western or minorities study
course required of them to graduate,
Williams faculty have expressed
concern that the new requirement will
increase average class sizes and affect enrollment. in other courses.
Williams President Francis Oakley is
one of the most fervent supporters of
the measure, which he tried to initiate
as Dean of Students in 1981.
GENERAL
A report by the American Cqllege Health Association states that a
significantnumberofcollegestudents
will be affected by Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) by the
early 1990's. The report says that
three percent of of college students
carry the HIV virus, and because of
college students' sexual promiscuity,
that number is expected to grow.

Essay Winners in D.C.
Two Trinity students were recently named winners of an essay
contest sponsored by the Center for
the Study of the Presidency (CSP)
and Political Science Professor Clyde
D.McKee.
Robert Dunlop '91 and Alisa
Coren '92 submitted essays as part of
McKee's American Rational Government chss. For placing in: the
competition, the two students attended
the twentieth annual symposium
.sponsored by CSP in Washington,
. D.C. Professor McKee accompanied
the students on a three day conference, March 17-19, with students from
schools all around the nation, as well

as professors and policy makers.
Both Dunlop and Coren placed
in the top twenty of the essays submitted, with Coren placing third, Nearly
1,000 people attended the conference,
300 of which were students.
Dunlop's paper was entitled
"The Presidency - Is the Power Relative to the Position." "I stated what I
felt was needed in the presidency
totiay to confront the constitutional
problems I felt were left out by the
[framers]," said Dunlop..
Coren is.the secondTrinity freshman to place in the contest, and only
the third freshman ever to do so.

In 1986, frustrated government
community college students take out
loans, because most are part-time and loan officials suggested forbidding
tuition costs are relatively low.
banks from making loans to students
"At least now, the good four- who attended schools at which the
year universities have plenty of default rate was higher than 20 persources for student loans," said Frizt cent.
Elmundorf of the Virginia-based
The suggestion, which Congress
Consumer Banking Association is still weighing, was aimed mostly at
(CBA).. "On the edge is where it's trade schools—fpr-profit beauty,
being felt."
truck repair, business, and technical
Massay predicted that soon, not schools—that tended to have the
enough money will be available, highest default rates, followed by
making lenders even more selective. smaller two-year community and
"We're reaching a point where it's junior colleges.
starting to be felt."
UES's extraordinarily high deAt Iowa Western College, fi- fault problem was one of the first to
nancial aid director John Rixley "used draw Washington's attention, and,
to get letters at least once a week from according to its own guidelines, the
big banks in the East wanting to lend Education Dept. announced in Februto our students. Now I get terse letters ary that it would not reimburse banks
from regional banks saying they're for the $650 million in loans students
no longer offering student loans," ! had failed to repay.
Despite an appeal from AmeriAngered by a March 1, U.S.
Department of Education decision not can and Japanese banks to make an
to bailout United Education Software exception in UES's case—they ar(UES) , a California company that gued that failure to "guarantee" the
had serviced $650 million in student loans would convince banks to stop
loans which have not been repaid, making Stafford Loans—the departCitibank—the biggest Stafford lender ment decided in early March it would
inthecountry-saidMarch 19itwould stick to its policy.
make it harder for students to qualify
Banks have been announcing
for loans.
tougher student loan policies ever
At the same time, Chase Man- : since, culminating in the Citibank and
hattan Bank in New York announced Chase Manhattan retreats in midit would no longer loan money to March.
trade school students. In Nebraska,
"We are confident that sources
Commercial Federal Savings and of loans' will continue, " said Mary
Loan decided to scrap its student loans Crawford of the Dept. of Education.
altogether. In California, the Bank of
Elmendorf sees it differently. "It
America may give up Stafford loans likely will be tougher [for students to
if the Education Department lowers qualify forloans]. It'salready tougher
the loans' profitability.
in a lot of categories." 3
Many smaller banks, Elmerdorf
Iowa Western students ultireported , have also stopped making mately haven't had trouble getting
student loans. The reason is that the loans, Pixly reported, although lendloans have become less profitable for ers are "a lot more cautious."
banks, and now, thanks to the EducaDallas Martin, president of the
tion Department decision, riskier.
National Association of Student fiThe Education Department, nancial Aid Aministrators in Washwhich oversees most federal college ington, D.C. said' the recent events
programs, has been waging a vigor- won't have much impact, at least inious campaign to decrease the default tially, on the availability of student
rate on Stafford Loans—formerly loans nationwide. However, it is "one
called Guaranteed Student Loans— more nail in the coffin," pointing out
for years, as the amount of money in the weaknesses in the system,
default rose from $530 million in
A certain number of defaults are
1983 to $1.7 billion in 1989.
to be expected, says Elmendorf.
Money spentto reimburse banks "The loans are meant to guarantee
for uncollected loans, of course, is access to higher education. The goals
money thatotherwise would be loaned of reducing defaults and of providing
out to students to pay for college.
loans for all are contradictory."

Outreach Conference
Continued from Page 1
nities League (COOL), and State
Commissioner of Higher Education
Norma Foreman Glasgow."
. On Saturday, Glasgow presented
the Robinson Humanitarian Awards
with the founder of the awards, Jack
Robinson. The Award was given to
four different people, Saloom,
Christine Cappuzzo of Bridgeport,
and Andrew Michaelson and Sanden
Kandel of Yale University.
As the host school, Trinity held
much of the responsibility for the
success of the conference. In addi,tion to the planning committee of
Marissa Boyers '89, Kerry Mackay
'91, Eleanor Traubman '91, David
Friedman '91, Liz Goldthwait '91,
and Clayton Hurd '92, other Trinity
students were indispensable to the
effort. Community Outreach Coordinator Jude Hersey oversaw the conference.
':
:
The-participants were amazed at
how quickly the other students felt
. comfortable with one another. Saloom said.'Thesestudentsdidn'teven

know each other before walking into
these workshops, but soon felt cornfortable and began working together."
A sense of empowerment was
reported by many students. "You
reall y get the sense that these students
would go back and work together for
a unified effort in the state. It's not
some casual thing for these people;
they mean business, and are extremely
dedicated to their cause," Saloom
added.

•

• .

Cray Plays
Continued from Page 1
because it is a big security problem.
Radio stations find out, and one year
it was on MTV who was coming here,
and that poses a big threat to security
here because obviously we don't havea closed-in area where we can monitor the situation. That's why it has to
be kept quiet until the last minute."
' In case of bad weather, the concert will be held indoors at the Field
House.
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World Outlook
Conflicts Plague the World in the Week in Review
use strong rhetoric to combat fear and which the U.S. has dominated for so
opposition to the constructions. The long. Aircraft and related equipment
"not in my back yard" mentality is not is the only trade product where the
completely unfounded especially with U.S. has earned a great profit from
the spotlight this past election on last year.
This particular week, I have
Lebanon:
escaped felons such as Willie Horton
decided to attempt a review of world
The war refuses to end in this
wreaking havoc on quiet neighborevents, trying to treat, however tersely,
nation. On April 16th, the first diplohoods.
all the major "hot spots" in the globe.
matic casualty of the war resulted
The Soviet Union:
The report may give a sense that the
For the first time under the pol- from shelling in the Christian and
world may be a depressing place to
icy of glasnost, the Soviet govern- Moslem sectors. Spanish ambassalive in, considering never-ending
ment has used the Army to suppress dor Pedro Manuel de Aristegui, dean
conflicts and deaths that populate the
demonstrations in Georgia. Nineteen of European Community ambassaglobe. But knowledge of asituation is
deaths were reported. Army repres- dors in Beirut, died of head wounds.
key before any attempt to alleviate
sion was based on the belief that Twenty-three others were killed as'
the environment is made. Thus, the
"nationalism was out of control" in well.
week in review:
the region. This new series of probUruguay:
The United States:
lems was reminiscent of ethnic riotThe civilians re-voted on the
ing in Armenia and Azerbaijan last amnesty given the military after a
The most powerful source of
year. The non-Slav population con- twelve-year stint of torture and murconflict in the home nation was the
tinues to create problems for a nearly der. Amnesty was given to forget the
growing fears surrounding the conall-Slav Politburo. Gorbachev is in a past and move forward on December
troversial Roe v, Wade decision and
bind as hecan neither grant independ- 1986,, but the general population has
that the Supreme Court would wipe
ence or become too forceful against decided that the military may be getthe legalization of abortion from the
nationalist movements if he wants to ting off too easily. President Julio
retain his popularity abroad. A hard- Maria Sanguinetti opposes any move
line revival may be in full swing as to remove the amnesty as it would be
national and ethnic differences be- a "setback in the process of pacifying
come more marked in the nation of the country."
over 100 nationalities.
El Salvador:
The rebels have proved less and
China:
This country has been relatively less noble as the years go on. After the
quiet politically, with an important Cristiani election, which they engiofficial passing away recently. How- neered by refusing to vote, they have
ever, women are still.strivingfor some launched an all-out attack on several
semblance of equal rights in a nation ARENA-related targets, including the
that still practices feudal discrimina- Vice President's home. The three
bombs injured one child as the VP
tion against the "weaker sex."
and his wife were.in the U;S. at the
Israel:
The West B ank has become such time. The only residents of the house
a prolonged problem that most people were twenty children and some overabroad have probably tired of hearing seers.-If such attacks intensify, the
the same reports over and over again. Salvadoran military might decide to
Shamir has launched a diplomatic retaliate on unarmed and visible left.
initiative to allow elections for a team ists.
of Palestinians to negotiate with the
Sri Lanka:
Israeli;government for limited selfTrie Indian problem created here
rule in the West Batik, But the Israelis with the Tamils has resulted in ajarge
will never agree to "withdraw from the number of headaches as Sinhalese
West Bank, which is a precondition • extremists are fed up with being vicof the PLO's demands. On the 1st tims and are striking back at the genanniversary of the death of Abu Jihad, eral population. After a recent April
three more Palestinians were killed, 13th bombing which killed 38 people,
including a ten-year old boy.
the Sinhalese stabbed eight Tamils.
Though most of the Tamils have given
Spain:
An oid habit is hard to break, up, the extremists continue their terately condemned Ed Meese for Court justice. He was no ideologue ror attacks.
"sleaze" - without proof of guilt - 1 he was a.great intellectual forced to especially for Basque terrorists.
South Korea:
-By .Marc Grossmanwould assume the same condemna- submit to the mot demeaning charac-' Basque political parties are weary of
Conservatives and radicals
tion now falls on the House Speaker. ter assassination ever witnessed until 21 years of civil conflict, welcoming
World Outlook Writer
The problem with new Demo- the last two months with John Tower. Madrid's offer of greater autonomy demonstrated over a dissident Moon
cratic party chairman Ron Brown is His onlyfault was that he refused to for Basque lands. The ETA promised Ik Kwan, a 73-year old Presbyterian
more fundamental. The Democrats interpret the Constitution in a way a new campaign of terror, but Spanish minister, who visited North Korea
have
been controlled by liberals from which would bend and twist its mean- forces stand ready and the ETA has illegally. 30,000 war veterans' deAn article published in the Triin order to serve the interests-of little popular support among their own manded his death while students
pod just before Spring break sugr the Northern states since the.early ing
base. This may be the last gasp of the protested for release. The student
1970s. They have steadily lost sup- liberal Democrats.
gested that the Republican party faced
terrorist organization striving for protests were broken up by tear gas
port
in
the
South
and
West
for
this
Third,
John
Tower
became
an
several problems and that the Bush
attacks by police.
complete independence.
:
very
reason,
and
have
been
rejected
object
of
ridicule
by
the
author.
administration was proceeding at a
Afghanistan:
Namibia:
by
the
American
people
in
5
out
of
the
Obviously,
John
Tower
was
not
a
slow pace. A letter to the editor last
Kabul's supply line to the Soviet
SWAPO does not want peace,
week addressed some of these inac- last 6 presidential elections. South- "choir boy," but neither were any of like most terrorist organizations Union was cut off by Muslim rebels,
ern
whites
refuse
to
identify
with
the
the
100
members
of
the
U.S.
Senate
curate statements and I would like to
of liberal activists such as Jesse who stood in judgement of him. I around the globe. They have decided leaving the city in its last death throes.
associate myself with those remarks. party
Yugoslavia:
Jackson (and appropriately so). This could accept criticism of the Tower not to accept the recent accords beHowever, more facts need to be es- is the real problem facing the Demo- nomination if it were based solely on tween Angola and South Africa and
The Serbian move to dominate
tablished.
crats.
his lobbying on behalf of defense have launched a series of attacks re- affairs has disturbed the other groups,
First, it has been suggested that
contractors; that would be a legiti- sulting in 300 guerrilla deaths. Both and recently the Slovenians who voted
Let
me
then
pose
this
question:
the Bush administration has been
mate issue to raise. Yet, the debate Washington arid Moscow are dis- against giving emergency status to a
operating at a leisurely pace and has how did the Democrats respond to barely touched on this. The author's turbed by this turn of events and new Party Congress in December, may
this
dilemma?
Did
they
move
to
the
not accomplished anything in three
depiction of Tower as a "drunk" is stumbling blocks have been put into even boycott it to protest.this move.
and one-half months. Iwouldcitethe political center and moderate their most illustrative of this. This is what the peace process. Namibian whites Tito's uneasy balance in the governfollowing: President Bush has ere-." positions? Did they wake up to real- is known as character assassination, already intend a "rule by force" in ment is in danger as Serbian
ated a bipartisan foreign policy to- ize that the American people have ala Robert Bork. None of us have response to intensified SWAPO ac- populism's tide appears too hard to
wards Central America. He has forged been trying to send them' a message seen the FBI reports on John Tower, tivity. But some hope remains from hold in check.
a bipartisan agreement on the federal for the last 20 years? No - they and yet there are those who denounce South Africa's eagerness to get out • '•: ' Conclusion:
budget deficit. He acted swiftly to elected Ron Brown as their national him as a "drunk." I have to wonder and SWAPO's complete inability to
Though obviously some counresolve the savings and loan crisis party chairman - the same Ron Brown what gives anyone the right to stand win a war.
.
tries were left out, the basic point can
who
served
as
Jesse
Jackson's
camfacing this nation.. Bush has intro- paign manager, the same individual in judgement of someone like Tower,
easily be seen. The sources of conflict
Japan:
duced legislation to tighten ethical who is well known as a northern lib- certainly not such, "distinguished"
With financial scandals wrack- are many while the impulse towards
standards for federal officials. Fi- eral; that's liberal with a capital "L." senators as Ted Kennedy, and most ing the cabinet, Prime Minister Take- peace is often interrupted. A conflict
nally, President Bush has made high The fact that he is black is irrelevant, . especially, not a member of the Trin- : shita publicly apologized though re- can start on the whims of people's
ethical conduct one of the priorities of but will present additional cause for ity community.
fused to give up the helm of power. emotions, thus there is no guaranteed
his administration. Ronald. Reagan the further alienation of Southern
Meanwhile, aeronautic companies in method of control. Through the past
.
Finally,
I
cannot
believe
the
was unable to accomplish any of these whites.
the U.S. have decided to find more month, no one major world event has
reference
to
"the
plethora
of
military
items during his eight years as presiguarantees
from the Japanese on the captured the headlines; the same
To respond directly to the author budget cuts to be made." The facts new FSX fighter plane development, • problems persist, with no real endjn
dent; George Bush has achieved this
in less than four months. I might also of the original Tripod article: No, the are pretty,simple: The Soviet Union They are .afraid that the trade deficit sight. Peace appears to be utter illuback to the bargaining table
sion for some, and violent conflict is
add that Democratic House Speaker Republicans do not have a dilemma came
after it saw our resolve to restore our will balloon if the Japanese are given
Jim Wright has not exactly become a with David Duke, a state representa- defenses to a level of equity with advanced aeronautic technology still the solution toproblemsfor many.
Democratic spokesman for high ethi- tive from Louisiana. Yes, the author' theirs. Ronald Reagan can claim the
cal standards and that President Bush was overreacting (as he wondered). historic INF treaty as one of his greatAnd yes, the Democrats have created
has assumed this role quite nicely.
est accomplishments because we built
Concerning David Duke, he has a much more daunting hurdle for up our defenses in order to achieve
been repudiated by the Republican • themselves to overcome with this peace. Liberals have a naive worid
display of their politicalparty and his only links to the party magnificent
view in which the United States makes
stupidity.
are self-imagined. However, he is no
deep unilateral cuts and hopes the
Second,
the
author
suggested
more a problem for the Republicans
Soviets will see this as a peaceful
through
his
sarcastic
rhetoric
that
than Jim Wright and Ron Brown are
gesture and reciprocate. But this is a
for the Democrats. Jim Wright has Robert Bork was a joke. The fact is fantasy - peace through strength
become the Democrats equivalent to that Robert Bork would have made a works; we have seen it.
Ed Mcese. Since everyone immedi- superb, if not exemplary Supreme-By Steve Y i Worlcl- Outlook Writer

law books. Though such a decision
would go against the cautious nature
of the Court itself, fears are rarely
based on substantial truths. The Court
appeared openly divided with Sandra
Day O'Connor in the middle as the
key vote that could swing the issue
either way. In the past, Justice
O'Connor has verbally spoken out
against the Roe decision as an "unworkable scheme" and that the ruling
is "on a collision course with itself."
Both sides demonstrated in force in
Washington, though the pro-abortion
movement has had more celebrity
presence. President Bush has quietly
supported the pro-life movement with
moves such as the denial of federal
money to be used by organizations
such as Planned Parenthood which
performs abortion.
A $10 billion dollar cut in the
defense budget has sent a panic to
Pentagon officials who expected a

cut of $6,3 billion. The new Secretary
of Defense, Richard B. Cheney, has
proposed major weapons programs
cuts such as the Marine Corps' V-22
Osprey transport plane, Navy's upgrade on the F-14 Tomcat fighter, and
the Army's new LHX helicopter fleet.
The usual complaints flood out, such
as falling behind the Soviets in technology and performance. The fact is,
the Soviets would be lucky if- they
could afford half the items that the
Pentagon has received in the past
twenty years. The Soviet Union has
more budgetary and economic problems than the U.S. by far.
Bennett proposed to build a new
prison and three new drug-treatment
centers for Washington D.C., the
nation's murder capital. The major
obstacle he has run into is local reaction against having such structures
near their neighborhoods. With pri son
and jail overcrowding, Bennett will

Bush Administration Achievements

Write for 'theTripod!
It's not just a job,
it's an adventure!
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World Outlook
MYTHissippi Burning: The Civil Rights Movement
-By Marissa BoyersSpecial to the Tripod
As a person with an unusual
interest in the Civil Rights Movement
of the 1960s, I waited for the release
of the film, "Mississippi Burning"
with nothing short of baited breath.
Then, in December, when I began to
hear the preliminary reviews, my enthusiasm lessened and my skepticism
grew. "A gross untruth.""A violation
of the historical events." I was disappointed to realize that the film which
I had anticipated for so long was
receiving such harsh criticisms. So,
after much hesitation, I finally went
to see the film to decide for myself
whether the critics were valid in their
opinions. What I found out was, yes,
they were.
The film purports to deal with
the murder of three young civil rights
workers - James Chaney, Andrew
Goodman, and Michael Schwerner in Mississippi in 1964. Their disappearance sparked a manhunt which
lasted for several weeks, and ended
when the bodies were unearthed from
a dam near Philadelphia, Mississippi.
The men were workers for the MississippiFreedom Summer Project being
sponsored by the Southern Christian
Leadership Council (SCLC), the
Student Non-Violent Coordinating
Committee (SNCC), and the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE). The
project was aimed af increasing black
voter registration throughout Mississippi and incorporated hundreds of
college students, black and white,
Northern and Southern. The film is a
dangerous misrepresentation of history and of the case.
The movie opens with a shot of
the three civil rights workers driving
through the backwoods of Mississippiforanunexplainedreason. This
scene upset me for two reasons. First,
it is well known that James Chaney, a

black native Mississippian, was the
one driving. He knew the roads well
because hehad grown up in thecounty,
as opposed to Michael Schwerner, a
white man from New York on his first
trip South, whom Alan Parker had in
the driver's seat. In the movie, not
only is Chaney not driving, but he is:,
sitting in the back seat. Second, the
men are chased on a back road by
three cars driven by the deputy and
some of his 'goodole' friends. When
the three civil rights workers realize
that it is the police- trying to force
them off the road, they pull over. This
would have been the last thing that a
car would have done in those times,
for the local,law enforcement was the
worst enemy. Immediately, I was on
my guard.
As the movie progresses, we are
introduced to two FBI agents, one
down home former Mississippi sheriff, and one younger, by-the-book
man. When the youngerman is faced
with the violence and self-protectiveness of the Klan members and their
accomplices, he immediately calls for
back up from Washington. At this
point, I practically laughed out loud.
The last thing that the FBI would
have done would be to help to solve
the case quickly. Many civil rights
workers believed it was the FBI who
was the.enemy. One hundred FBI
men, all ready for action, descending
on this little Mississippi town within
twenty-four hours of the agents' arrival was, to say the least, ludicrous. In
fact, Hoover did send down several
hundred frog men and a few others,
but this did not occur until much later
in the search.
Another point of historical fallacy is. how the men actually solved
the mystery of the missing bodies. In
the movie, the deputy's Wife reveals
the location of the battered men's
bodies. Whatreally happened,though
certainly much less dramatic, was that
one of the witnesses came forward to
grab the $10,000 reward put out by

JAMES FORMAN
WED., APRIL 26, 1989 AT 7:30 pm
IN THE WASHINGTON ROOM
•EXECUTIVE SECRETRY, SNCC, 1961-66.
(Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee)
•A CHIEF ORGANIZER, 1964 MISSISSIPPI
FREEDOM SUMMER-PROJECT1
'•AUTHOR,: THE MAKING
REVOLUTIONARIES
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WILL DELIVER A LECTURE V

. "MISSISSIPPI BURNiNG"--THE
FIGHT CONTINUES
JAMES FORMAN is a well-known political activist and former civil
rights organizer. During the 1960's, hewasthe Executive Secretary
for the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee, helped to
organize the Mississippi Freedom Summer Project, and was one of
the most visible of the civil rights workers. •: The author of the book,
The Making of Black Revolutionaries, a personal account of the
Civil Rights Movement, Mr. Forrnan is still active in the realm of civil
rights, and is currently an organizer for underpriveledged people
in Washington, D.C.
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the FBI.
By far the most disturbing aspect of the movie, aside from the
distortion of documented historical
truth, is that blacks are hardly featured. Other civil rights activities
going on at the same time across the
Deep South are also virtually ignored.
From watching the film, with little or
no knowledge of the Civil Rights
Movement, one would think that this
small town in Mississippi simply blew
uponesummer. Wearenottoldofthe
Mississippi Freedom Summer Project for which the men worked. We are
not told why they are there in the first
place. There is only one mention of
other demonstrations in Selma and
Birmingham, and Dr. Martin Luther
King is mentioned twice, by my count.
In the credits, I was surprised to see a
role listed as "SNCC worker," for
that particular organization was never
mentioned. To ignore the work of the
other organizations does an irreparable disservice to the entire Movement.
The worst aspect of the movie is
its treatment of the blacks in Mississippi. Black people actually led the
Movement and gave it strength and
depth. In the film, only one black
person, an eight year old boy, is portrayed as having any sense or cour-

age. All others are treated as mere
background props, too callowed by
the violence of the Klan to try to
oppose it. They are helpless, and at
the mercy of the Great White Man
who deems it proper to come to their
aid. This is actually the center of the
controversy surrounding the movie
and the point at which I was most
upset. In casting the movie, Parker
looked for blacks who 1 ooked "weathered, worn, ... as if they had been
through a lot." His story had no place
for the educated and articulate black
people who actually were the spokespersons of the Movement.
The movie does, however, do
some very important things. It does
accurately portray the hatred and
violence embedded in Mississippi. It
is artistically very good - Gene Hackman (who has since apologized for
the film publicly) gives a powerful
performance. The soundtrack is mesmerizing. The cinematography is outstanding and the historical setting is
convincing. As a purely artistic endeavor, it is worthy of its seven Academy Award nominations. However,
when one considers that such a film
will be looked upon as the prototypical 'Civil Rights' flick, its drawbacks
deter from even these accomplishments. It is frightening to think that

twenty years from now, a schoolchild
doing a project on the Civil Rights
Movement will watch "Mississippi
Burning" to get some background.
The child would be terribly misled.
The bright thought, however, is that
perhaps this project has paved the
way for a truly revealing film to be
made. After all, how many Vietnam
disasters did we have to endure to
reach "Platoon"? As a matter of fact,
at this writing, I understand that there
are two films being made about the
Civil Rights Movement: one starring
Whoopi Goldberg as Rosa Parks
concerning ' the Montgomery Bus
Boycott; and another telling the 'real
story' behind the Chaney, Goodman,
Schwerner case, We can only hope
that, now that the ground has been
broken, the truth will come out without having to dilute it for the audience
and Hollywood money-making machines.
*"Mississippi-Burning" will be
playing at Cinestudio Tonight, April
25. On Wednesday, April 26th at
7:30 pm in theWashington Room,
James Forman, one of the key organizers of the Mississippi Freedom
Summer, will speak about the controversy surrounding the film, and the
truth about the case, the lecture is
free and open to all.

The History of Democratic
Party Presidential Losses
-By Kyle M. AshinhurstWorld Outlook Writer
Shortly after the presidential
election of 1968, a man named Kevin
P. Phillips authored a book, The
Emerging Republican Majority,
which proved to be one of the most
prophetic works of political analysis
ever written. Phillips' book predicted
a slow but profound change in the
way American voters look at the two
main political parties leading to a
gradual realignment in American
politics. The Republican Party, wrote
Phillips, would soon supplant the
Democrats as the party of choice for
a majority of Americans. At the time
of the book's writing, many did not
take Phillips seriously. But time, and
the next election, proved the accuracy
of his assessment.
Richard M. Nixon, Republican,
was elected President of the United
States in 1968 over Vice President
Hubert Humphrey by one of the
smallest vote margins in American
history — 0.4% of the popular vote.
Many considered Nixon's victory
narrow enough to deny him status as
a "consensus" President; his pledge
to "bring us together" rang hollow in
the ears of many political analysts.
But to Kevin P. Phillips, the Republican victory that year was no less than
a resounding mandate from the
American people. True, Phillips
agreed, Nixon had won the election
by a whisker, but the presence of a
_ third candidate in the race, Alabama
' Governor George Wallace, had siphoned off the voles of nearly ten
million Americans. Wallace, an extreme right-winger, had campaigned
against the liberal policies of the
Democratic Party, much as Nixon
had.Jn otherwords, as Phillips noted,
the votes cast against the Democrats
had amounted to 57% of the total —
a certifiable landslide. Further, Phillips sensibly argued that the ten million votes received by Wallace would
probably have gone to Nixon had
Wallace not been a candidate. The
election of 1968, seemingly a close
call, was in reality a profound mandate for conservatism.
The results of subsequent elections seem to prove Phillips' point:
Nixon, running for re- election in
1972, won more than 60% of the vote.
In 1976, Gerald Ford, his campaign
hobbled by Watergate, a worsening
recession, and the collapse of South
Vietnam, lost to Jimmy Carterby less
than one percent.. Four years later,

Carter was beaten by Ronald Reagan
in a landslide of historic proportions.
Reagan's thundering re-election victory in 1984 further humiliated the
Democrats. The 1988 election, supposedly "up for grabs" at the beginning of the campaign, ended in yet
another Republican landslide {OK,
so it wasn't exactly a landslide, but
seven million votes and forty states
do not a squeaker make). The lesson
of these defeats is clear: America's
majority party, the party of Wilson,
Roosevelt and Truman, has become a
wallflower in the world of presidential politics.
Of the thirty-three Presidential
elections held since the Republicans'
first victory (in 1860), the Democrats
have won twelve, compared to twentyone for the G.O.P. In the last ten
elections, the Republicans have won
seven times, six of which were landslides (the only Democratic landslide
of the postwar period took place in
1964, when, less than one year after
John F. Kennedy's assassination,
Lyndon Johnson defeated the archconservative Barry Goldwater). In
the Electoral College, the Democrats
have an utterly dismal record — they
have won only 26% of all electoral
votes cast since 1952. -Clearly, the
Republican Party is enjoying a period
of almost complete electoral hegemony, while the-Democrats appear lost
in the political wilderness.
,
There is a 'curse' on the democratic party. It is not mystical, but
historical and political. Ever since the
creation of the Republican Party, the
Democrats have been the minority
party on the presidential level. Only
after the election of Franklin D.
Roosevelt in 1932 have the two major
parties been considered to play on
relatively even ground in the national
arena. The two parties are thought to
control roughly the same share of the
Americanelectorate,andtohavemore
or less equal odds of winning in any
given year. Not so. The Democrats
are, and have been, at a decided disadvantage when it comes to winning the
Presidency. The Republicans were
only eclipsed as the party of the majority when Roosevelt, during the
Depression, combined many disparate constituencies within the electorate, to form the New Deal coalition.
This vast bloc of voters, which kept
the Democrats in power for twenty
years, includedmost industrial workers, farmers, ethnic and racial minorities, women, and, nominally,
Southerners. This coalition formed
. the Democrats' electoral base for

decades, but has since crumbled, leaving only its shattered remains as the
core of the modern Democratic Party.
The reasons behind the breakup
of the Democratic coalition are tightly
intertwined with the history of race
relations in this country. Since long
before the Civil War, the most loyal
members of the Democratic Party
were Southern whites. Democratic
candidates for the Presidency could
feel confident that, no matter how
poorly they fared in the rest of the
country, the votes of Dixie would be
behind them. During Reconstruction,
when blacks began the long and difficult trek toward equality, it was the
Democratic Party which stood behind Southern whites in their opposition to racial progress. Beginning in
the 1930s, however, FDR and other
liberals began to cultivate the black
vote, very subtly, seeing in black
Americans the potential for a strong
new plank in the Democratic coalition. Initially, the Democrats' efforts
to win black votes were extremely
cautious, and the party went to great
lengths not to disturb the white 'Dixiecrats.' The level of white Southerners' fear of black equality became
evident when a mild civil rights plank
in the 1948 Democratic platform
caused nearly two million Southerners to bolt the party. The really significant jolt to the Democrats' 'Solid
South,' however, came after the passage of the Democrat-sponsored Civil
Rights Act of 1964. Despite LBJ's
crushing victory elsewhere, the Civil
Rights Act cost the Democrats the
votes of almost six million (mostly
white) Southerners. Republican hegemony in the South has blossomed
ever since. The shift in voter preference is dramatic: the number of Southerners registered as Democrats fell
from 74% in 1940 to 49% in 1986,
while the number of Republicans rose
from 17% to 32% and Independents
from 9% to 19% over the same period. While a near-majority of Southern voters still identify themselves as
Democrats, most have a great reluctance to support Democratic candidates for President. Even Jimmy
Carter, who in 1976 became the first
politician from the Deep South to win
the Presidency, failed to win a majority of the white vote in his home
region. Support for the Democrats
amongblack voters is strong, Dukakis
won 86% of the black vote last year.
Blacks make up a substantial part of
the Southern electorate, but they are
not nearly a majority. Blacks as: a
Continued on Page 7
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World Outlook
Alaskan Oil Spill Wrecks the Environment
ists.
-By Ted EinhornWorld Outlook Writer
In the aftermath of the oil tanker
spill which occurred in Prince William Sound, it is important to look at
and evaluate the circumstances under
which the spill occurred, the priorities of those who are at fault for the
spill, and the cost that technological
progress has brought upon society. It
is probably not necessary to review
the exact incidents of the tanker spill,
but I will provide a quick synopsis of
the events. The oil tanker Exxon
Valdez, whose Captain was intoxicated at the time, ran aground in Prince
William Sound. 240,000 barrels of
oil were spilled into the Sound. The
spill has effectively ruined the ecological system of the sound, which
was rich in marine life, in addition tp
endangering the million dollar fisheries in the sound. The spill has cast
doubt on the President's plans to drill
in the Arctic Wildlife Reserve and
has raised questions about the cost of
progress on society.
Not to point fingers, but it is not
difficult to see who is to blame for this
disaster, called, "...the worst disaster
in1 Alaska's history," by Alaska's
Governor. First and foremost, blame
for the spiil goes to Exxon. Not only
did they hire a known drinker as
captain of an extremely large and
potentially dangerous vessel, but they
also did not take anywhere near appropriate responsibility for the clean
up of the spill. Exxon's response was
late and was not effective until several days after the oil had begun to
flow from the grounded vessel. These
problems are t. >, result of the purely
money making objectives of today's
Corporations. Uninterested in. the
safety of the vessel or the ecosystem
in which that vessel sails, the requirements for the position of captain of
such a ship were low enough to let
this irresponsible captain in. Additionally, in an effort to cut costs last
year, Exxon laid off 80,000 workers,
including all of the oil spill special-

While Exxon is to blame for the
actual spill, the responsibility for the
conditions for the spill to occur must
be shared by many. First, there are
the Alaskan voters. Although some
Alaskans are now suffering as a result
of the spill, many of them voted for
pro-development candidates; they are
the ones who have reaped the benefits
of the oil money which came into
their state's treasury. As a result of
the oil money, there are no state income taxes in Alaska and every citizen of Alaska receives a royalties
check every year. Second, the politicians and lobbyists who engineered
the Valdez pipeline-tanker plan must
now be held responsible for not choosing the alternative proposed in 1973
of a pipeline across Canada, rather
than the tanker situation which exists
now, It was Vice President Agnew
who broke a tie in the Senate in favor
of the oil lobby, and the tanker proposal. Had the vote gone the other
way, the danger of a disaster such as
this one would have been eliminated.
Politicians, as well as those involved
in the oil business, have long laughed
at the possibility of this sort of disaster. Three days prior to the disaster
Senator Frank Murkowski (R-Alaska)
stood behind the proposed drilling for
oil in the Arctic National Wildlife
Reserve by. saying, "Alarmists say
Alaska's environment would be destroyed if the refuge is explored.
Twenty years ago, they sounded the
same alarm against the Alaska pipeline- and they were proved wrong."
At least, they were wrong until three
days later. Additionally, some may
wonder why the-Coast Guard could
not do more to prevent the disaster. In
fact, there used to be a Coast Guard
radar post,in Prince William. Sound
which could have detected the ship
heading towards the reef. However,
as a result of Ronald Reagan's budget
cuts, the Coast Guard had to cut back
its activities in the sound,. By eliminating the radar post, the Coast Guard
limited their capability to prevent this
type of disaster.

speech following the disaster, he
might want to include his famed
phrase from last summer's Democratic Party Convention, "Where was
George?" Indeed, the question must
be asked, where was President Bush
for three days following the disaster?
He said nothing and did nothing regarding the situation in the sound.
Why weren't the top men available
sent to the site of the disaster the day
it happened to see how the damage
could be limited? Why did it take
over a week-and-a-half for the President to send people to Alaska? Why
did it take so long to send the National
Guard to assist in the cleanup there?
At least, why didn't he make sure that
Exxon was doing all it could to clean
up the mess? It is also curious that
four days after the spill, when he was
asked if this disaster had changed his
views on the Arctic Refuge drilling

proposal, President Bush responded,
"No. I see no connection." Later, he
said, "I think most people are reasonable enough and fair enough to look
back on the record over the years in
terms ofthepipeline and found there's
been very little damage if any. Certainly, there's been.no lasting environmental damage."
Very little
damage, if any? No lasting damage?
No connection to other dril 1 ing? What
happened in Prince William Sound
was more than just a little damage.
When tens of thousands of animals
are either killed or poisoned, that
constitutes more than just a little
environmental damage. When the
food chain of an entire ecosystem is
permanently damaged, that constitutes lasting environmental damage.
This disaster can not be forgotten or
overlooked in terms of its ramifications towards the Arctic Refuge drill-

If Ted Kennedy were writing a

Democratic Presidential Losses
Republicanism of the industrial North
is growing. Of the aforementioned
whole comprise less than 12% of the Northern states, Jimmy Carter won
total U.S. electorate.
• only two in 1980 and Dukakis carried
The significance of the Demo- only three in the 1988 election. If the
crats' weakness in the South becomes Democratic Party hopes to win the
to the White Houseeveragain, it
evident when one looks at a map of keys
must win, at very least, these 'base'
the Electoral College, where the states states, in addition to making signifiof the former Confederacy carry 147 cant inroads in the Republican-conelectoral votes, more than half needed trolled South and West.
toelect a President. The Republicans,
All of these trends—the grow th
having won the entire South three
times in the last five elections, can of Republican strength in the South,
now reasonably count on the South as the decline of Democratic prominence
a reliable electoral base. Dixie's elec- in the North, and the increasing conof the Electoral College by the
toral votes, plus the 40 votes of the trol
G.O.P.—were predicted twenty years
Republican-dominated West, give ago. Kevin P. Phillips, in writing The
the G.O.P. 70% of the :magic' 270 Emerging Republican Majority, made
needed to win an election. From this a bold and controversial statement.
point, a Republican presidential can- Today, few dispute the startling accudidate needs only to make minor racy of his work. The Republican
encroachments into Democratic ter- Party stands poised to assume a place
ritory to win. This domination of the as the permanent governing party of
Electoral College by the Republicans the United States. At the very least,
has a fitting name, Electoral Lock.
theslow realignment of the American
Unfortunately for the Demo- electorate has pushed the Democrats
crats, their 'territory', the industrial- into a position of long-term weakized North, is quickly weakening in ness. Like the G.O.P. during the New
both electoral clout and allegiance to Deal, they are doomed to wander the
the Democratic standard. Since 1945, political landscape in search of an
the populations of Massachusetts, ideology and a compelling reason for
New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, voters to support them. For all the
Ohio, West Virginia, Michigan, and brave talk by party leaders of the
Illinois have declined steadily, with a Democrats' continuing strength in
corresponding drop in their Electoral Congress and in the nation's stateCollege power. In 1960, these states houses, the very life of the Demoaccounted for nearly 185 electoral cratic Party is in doubt. The Demovotes; today they carry only 157. After crats may rule the Congress, but their
the 1990 census that figure will de- dominance of that branch of governcrease further. Conversely, Califor- ment has declined
nia, Texas, and Florida - all Republican strongholds - have seen their and is by no means permanent. One
combined share of the Electoral Col- stark fact stands clear: no American
lege jump from 66 in I960 to 97 political party can endure indefinitely
winning the nation's top prize.
today, and will top 100 by 1992. These without
Continuing failure in the presidential
trends show another important factor.
Continued From Page 6

ing proposal simply because the
pipeline's safety record was so good
before the spill occurred. The President said, "So what you do is do the
best you can, express the genuine
concern that you feel on the environ- '
ment- and I do feel a concern- but not
take an irresponsible action to guard
against an incident of this nature." If
the President felt any concern whatsoever regarding the environment he
would want to take some action to
guard against "an incident of this
nature."
In the aftermath of this disaster,
society must ask itself, "At what cost
has progress come?" This type of
disaster is much too high of a price.
Unfortunately, it is the price we have
already begun to pay, a price that will
only be added to in the future, and a
price the environment will pay for
generations to come.

arena will cause an erosion of Democratic numbers on Capitol Hill, a
reduction of Democratic governors,
and the emergence of an entrenched
one-party autocracy. The Democratic
Party has re-entered the political wilderness which it inhabited prior to
Franklin Roosevelt's victory in 1932.
The paths out of that wilderness are
few, and they are not easily found.
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Feature Focus
By Lisa Schroeder
Have you ever had one of those nights when everyone and their mother
stops by your room or calls you on the phone? It is a relatively rare and
frustrating phenomenon that only happens on those nights when you either
have a large paper or an exam the next morning which is usually in your 8:30
class.
Inevitably the friends who come by are the ones that you haven't seen
since it first got cold outside and they are people who you could and would love
to spend hours catching up with. However duty calls... or at least it tries to but
it is seldomly more than a brief whisper of conscience that is quickly drowned
out by laughter. "What you're working!? Aw, you're lame... C'mon bag it,
have a beer..."
• •
This plea is never more powerful than when your work is more than half
finishedso you can rationalize it and view this ever-increasing social gathering
as a "study break". In reality, it's not a mere break, it's a total cessation of all
the work at hand. The Mac is quickly shut down and the books that you've
spread out all over the room are gathered and dumped on thepile of clothes that
are emerging from your closet and rapidly making tracks toward the door. You
quickly make room for the growing number of people in the crowded cubicle
that you call home.
Living in a single definetely promotes closeness between your friends
considering that there is a maximum of 3 chairs in your room and the everpresent unmade bed. Beers are opened, cigarettes are lit, the T.V. is turned on,
ail work is ceased, and everyone makes themselves at home. Inevitably I
wonder why this never happens when I don't have work.;. Well, at least I have
a roomful of people who are sympathetic to my plight. Johnny Carson comes
and goes and now we're on to Letterman. By this time, the concept of work
has been totally erased from my mind, "Huh...what...paper?".
At this point my keen skills of rationalization take over and the paper is
once again shelved until later. Memories of freshman year come floating back
into my dazed relaxed mind. Ah... the good old days when parents real ly didn't
care about your grades and "job" wasn't the only word that came out of
everyone's mouth.
Now it's time for "The Love Boat", at 1:30 a.m. on channel 3. Watching
Love Boat is the ultimate stress relieving method. Sounds stupid, huh. Try it
sometime. It's a total flashback to the 70s. Time has given it a unique quality
that it previously lacked. There is no brain power used to watch this show and
everything always ends happily or at least fairly on the big white cruise ship
that always sails into the sunset. It gives you that warm happy feeling that
makes you have good dreams... Dreams... PAPER! Okay, back to the real
world...the hum of the computer, warm coke, and stress...only two more pages
to go, as the phone rings...
P.S. Men have it so easy...

The Accidental Citizen's
Guide to British Bureaucracy
trated because Barney was temporarily down? Top this:
I went to open an account with
Barclay's Bank. I had a cashier's
I've been musing for the past check from an American bank for a
week on the bureaucracy that is Brit- good sum of money. All my money,
ain. It is impossible to blew your nose in fact. When I opened the account
without filling out the proper forms. they assured me that it would take
Most of this red tape dates back four days to clear.
Five weeks later I began to panic.
to the war. I hear an awful lot about
the war here. You remember, World Having long since borrowed money
War II. It ended for us in 1945. It from everyone I vaguely knew, I went
to Barclay's. "Where's my money?"
hasn't ended here yet.
Pubs close at eleven p.m. Why? They checked their records and came
Because of the war. The subway to the inescapableconclusion that they
doesn't run after midnight. The war had no idea. Their best guess was that
put a stop to that. Stores close at six fhecheck hadn't cleared. So I had my
p.m., exceptonThursday nights, when father wire money into the account.
they stay open until the wee hours of That went through fine. A day later
eight. Evidently, the war ran a little the bank informed me that the money
from my check had now been deposlater on Thursdays.
As a matter of fact, if it seems ited.
silly and completely without logic,
Too much of a coincidence?
it's because of the war. 1 went so far That's what I thought. I went to
as to suggest to a Brit that the war had Barclay's. Here, verbatim, is their
been, in fact, over for 45 years. He brilliant answer: "The money from
was incensed. "We are a fighting the check couldn't be deposited until
people who are fiercely proud of our the account was active. The account
ability to unite through our common could not be activated until there was
agonies. Through our pain we have money in the account."
become close." It sounded like the
Remarkable. So if I had depossame line that I got in Hebrew School. ited 10pence,myaccountwouldhave
The Brits and the Jews have this much been active and I would have had my
in common; they both thrive on suf- money a month ago.
fering.
It gets better. You think it's hard
Are you an aspiring actor? Don't to find a Barney machine? In Loncome here. You can't get a job unless don, no matter where you are, you're
you have an "equity card" (Union at least a half an hour from a money
card) and you can't get a card until machine. In Piccadilly the line at the
you've had 40 weeks experience with machine can take up to 25 minutes. If
an acting troupe. (Read that again, it's working.
then pick up here...) It's no wonder
You can't get money from one
all of the famous British actors are old branch if you've opened your acmen. Nobody young can break into count with another branch. IT'S THE
the field. Joseph Heller would be SAME BANK! The concept of open
proud.
market banking has yet to catch on.
And then there's the banks.
Planning a vacation? Well, if
You' ve probably been upset with CBT you want a student discount on a
or CNB or whatever bank you deal vacation package—forget it, These
with at home. Ever been really frus- so-called student travel agencies will
-By Steve Safran, Tripod Foreign Bureau Chief

get you where you want to go for a
good price, but they won't put you up
anywhere. My conversation with the
student travel agent:
ME: Hi, I'd like to book a holiday
(Brit term for Vacation.)
HIM: Right. We can get you a cheap
flight.
ME: Wonderful. How about hotel
accommodations?
HIM: I'm afraid that would be impossible.
ME: Really? Why? Are they all
booked up?
HIM: No, but you're a student.
ME: Don't worry, I'll be cured soon,
HIM: What I mean is that because
you're a student, you can't stay in a
hotel. You have to stay in one of the
student arranged hostels. Or you pay
for the full package rate.
ME: There's a law against students
staying in Spanish hotels?
HIM: No, it's company policy. We
are here to benefit the students.
ME: Yes, well you haven't perfected
that theory yet, have you?
And so I actually saved money
by booking full fare through a travel
agency as opposed to booking through
a student rate agency.
, It's not as though I'm a stranger
to these situations. I've been trained
well, actually. At the tender age of 16
I had to deal with the Massachusetts
Registry of Motor Vehicles. The
MRMV is notorious for its completely
asinine policies which usually entail
passing the buck. But it's more intense here. It is an accepted way of
life that there is no possible way to get
what you want without filling out ten
forms in triplicate: And how does one
make a triple copy of a document?
With carbon paper of course. No
Xerox here, folks. Oh, sure, they
have the copiers. They just don't
work.
I'm in London.

Some Days, You've Just Got To Say...
Committee has accomplished by raising these issues is to get students to
respond to and to provide input—;
even to be defensive—on the subject
I was just sitting here thinking of The Intellectual Life At Trinity.
Walking down the long walk
that if the Friday committee really
wants to improve the academic life any sunny afternoon you wouldn't
here at Trinity College, they should get the impression that Trinity is a
not content themselves with merely ; place where people read books.
introducingnumerous rules andregu- Instead you may infer that the young
lations. No, what they should really people dallying 'neath the Elms are
concentrate on is controlling the more concerned about hitting that
weather here in Connecticut. What fastball rather than contemplating the
happens here at Trinity is that during wonderaof quantum mechanics. You
the bad weather, people tend to nap may get the impression that avoiding
more. Naptime usually interferes with the professor after not going to class
class time. Uh-Oh. During the good takes precedence over going to class
weather people tend to be outside itself. Weeeellll. Some days are like
napping or playing softball or some- that. Some days j you just gotta
thing which is much more desirable say,,.(you know what you just gotta
than sitting in a classroom, I mean, say)
come on, we all hate to be in one of
As the semester comes to a close,
those rooms in Cook in mid-April there seem to be more and more days
when B&G hasn't turned the heat off like that. Especially for seniors who
yet. Yousitatyourdesksweatingand are not yet .having anxiety dreams
staring out into the courtyard, wish- about not graduating. Those are the
ing you were outside. Your mind dreams that go like this: Your'e walktends to wander, due to the influx of ing up the aisle in your cap and gown
heat, and you can't seem to concen- at graduation,..All of your relatives
trate on anything. Those are the same are there, even your cousin Harold
rooms (as well as any room in whom you hate, who has just graduMcCook) that are freezing in mid- ated Phi Beta Kappa from Yale...You
winter, No wonder students don't walkupto shake President English's
like to be in class. It's not a matter of hand and to grab your diploma when
intellectual stimulation, it's a matter at the last minute the Registrar runs
of climate control.
up to him with a sealed envelope.
Now, I feel that the concerns of President English reads'the note and
the Friday Committee are completely then he gets on the microphone and
valid. And their concerns are trick- •says..."Oh so sony. There's been a
ling down to the students, invigorat- mistake. It seems you failed intermeing them and causing them to take diate swimming and are lacking a
action. With every charge by the " quarter credit. We can'tallow you to
committee, students responses have graduate and it seems you will have
been "Like what, are they trying to to spend another year here. That will
get ridof fraternities?" or "They're be twenty thousand dollars please.
not. gonnav like, make Trinity a dry Oh, thanks bads" He hands your
campus or anything are they?" Oh, I diploma to the Registrar who carries
know:..,I know. I'm exaggerating. it away...:..-,
.
:
•'•'•.
And it must be said, thai one of the
If you are not having these
most important things that the Friday !. dreams, the concept of not going to
-By Amy PaulsonFeatures Columnist

class is becoming very enticing. And
you play the game of "Dodge the
Professor" with the sure, precise skill
of a four-year veteran. I once had a
professor who would sit us down and
proceed to give us the lecture we
missed if we weren't in class. Instead
of deterring me from missing a class
(because sadly, this is inevitable at
least once) I became attuned to discerning his body-movements from' at
least a mile away, It got to the point
where I could spot him in a crowd of
fifty and nimbly duck out of sight. Of
course the fact that he always wore
odd, brightly-colored clothes that
never seemed to match was an added
advantage.
Some professors take it personally that you' vemissedaclass. "What
was more important than coming to
my class today?" I always feel like
getting snotty and saying something
like:
"Major surgery on my carotid
artery,"
"Vice President Quayle called
me up for advice on how to run the
country and we just got to talking—
you know how things like that happen. I looked at my clock and what
did you know? Class was over." Or
if I'm feeling really impudent and
bitchy I just feel like' saying "I was
doing absolutely nothing and I still

didn't feel like going to your class."
Ask a question to which you don't
want to hear the answer...
Well. 'Nuff said. The bottom
line is that yes, the students do care

about their classes and no, they don't
always "just blow off classes, dude."
But there are definitely times—usual ly when the day is warm and the sky
is clear—when we just have to say...

PASS

TVipod
Elections
.-,•;'. May 2/ 7 pm
in the office in
Jackson Basement

FREE ADMISSION
«

WITH THIS PASS

2

Present this pass at the Box Office to

•o
•p
(n
w

rece/Ve Two $4.00 Seats Free
Offer expires June 30th, 1989
Valid College ID Required
State Law: Must be 18 years of age
PASS

T
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Features
An Observer's Guide to Trinity Women
-By Bill CharesfInvoluniarily Sober (!) Columnist
For whatever reason, the Features Section of this newspaper has
always tended to be dominated by
female writers. As a result of this
unavoidable bias, 1 feel that a lot of
important viewpoints of Trinity life
have been overlooked. As a result, I
willgivea long-overdue, light-hearted
view of Trinity women, from the male
perspective. If this article seems a bit
sexist, you're right. It is. To anyone
who might be "offended by its tone":
please remember to take this article
with a grain of salt. If you can't do
that, read something else and save me
a lot of work (remember, I'm also
Letters editor!).
Let's take it from the top...
Upon entrance to a small, liberal
arts college, like, say, Trinity College, the male will find a decidedly
different group of females than the
group he left behind in high school.
Gone will be the pimple-faced, chainsmoking burnouts who skipped class
. all the time. They will be replaced by
friendly, great-looking types with
perfect bodies, who skip class all the
time (don't believe me? Check the
main quad on a sunny day at 1:15five girls to every guy).
Obviously, then, the overall
quality of females - looks, personality, intelligence - increases tremendously, as does the male's opportunity to enhance his social life. However, the typical male (the un-athletic, un-lucky ones) will not find any
perceptible change with regard to his
social life. In order to discover the
reasons why this 'phenomonoii takes
place, it is important to be able to
: distiguish between the different
.classes of females that exist at Trinity. A complete overview of these
classifications follows...
First, there are the quiet, confident types. You can pick them out
easily after any vacation - they've
either got a ndiculous tan, or have
enough lift tickets stapled to theii

JTllQlO
O

jacket to wallpaper SAGA. It-is very
important to stay away from these
types of females. These are the ones
with very rich, very large, very jealous, boyfriends. Typically, these
boyfriends will be in Malibu, Aspen,
or somewhere else you've never been.
If you even think of going near his
girl, he will hunt you down, find you,
tie you up, and run over you with his
brand new Porsche 911. Better leave
those females alone.
Another significant segment of
women at Trinity are currently going
out with Trinity males (the athletic
and/or lucky males). These women
are also important to avoid, unless
you enjoy having your head turned
inside out. The male may as well
abandon any future hopes for these
types of women, for even if they
happen to break up with the guy
they're currently seeing, they will be
going out with another guy within the
half hour, and it won't be you.
This still leaves a relatively
impressive cross-section of Trinity
females to choose from. However,
there is still no reason whatsoever for
optimism on the part of the ma|e. Essentially, the remaining females at
Trinity can be grouped into ten categories: 1) taken; 2) not taken, but
Claiming to be, just to get rid of you;
3) gay; 4) not gay, but claiming to be,
just to get rid of you; 5) not interested;
6), interested, but not in a putz like
you; 7) hopelessly undersexed; 8)
arrogant beyond belief; 9) greatly
enjoying inflicting as much pain as
possible on the male gender, 10} any
or all of the above. No matter how you
look at it, it isn't pretty.
When times get really tough,
you'll swear all women belong to
Category #9. This simply isn't true;
there are a few notable exceptions...
First, "The Dream Girl". This
female will begreat looking, friendly,
outgoing, and most importantly, available. From Day I. The Dream Girl
will bo the standard by which all
others aie judged. You might be good
friends with her, and know hei quite
well. You might let on how you feel.

OUtTltS

or even drop a direct hint on occasion.
But no matter what happens, you can't
ask her out. She's too good for you. If
you do make a move, the results will
be predictable - utter failure. The
Dream Girl will immediately become
a member of Category #6, and she
won't talk to you ever again. So you
stay at a safe distance, waiting, watching and hoping (and wishing)...
There will be some women that,
a typical male will admire from afar.
He will never tell her to her face, or let
her know what the real story is. I think
most women must enjoy this kind of
stuff, not because of the flattery involved, but more because they can
really let a helpless male hang out to
dry. The male will do all kinds of
ridiculous things in order to get his
foot in the door, while the female sits
back, watches the whole thing, and.
she and her friends get a good laugh.
Finally, she lets the poor guy know

that she is a member of Category #2.
or #6. Actually, all of these type of
females belong to Category #9, and
enjoy it greatly.
There might be a female that
you're really attracted to, but neither
you nor any of your friends can figure
out why. She might not be the best
looking girl, but she'll have that intangible"something" that really grabs
you. She'll seem to have her head
screwed on straight, and atsomepoint
you'll probably take a shot at getting
somewhere. B ut as soon as you let on
that you like her, she'll back away.
Typically, this female has a secret
boyfriend somewhere, is too careeroriented to have time for a boyfriend,
or belongs to Category #6, #7 or #8.
The male may have a friend of
the opposite sex, who he wishes he
knew better. This will be tire kind of
situation that will make him think, "I
wonder what would happen if...". It

might not take allthat much for a guy
to make a move in this situation, just
the right time and place. The guy will
always debate if making a move-is a
smart thing. There is a little more possibility for success in this situation,
but it depends on whether or not the
female belongs to Category #6. It's
probably best to wait for right before
a vacatiori, so if (or when) you totally
screw things up, the damage will be
minimized.
Then there will be "her". This
female will always seem to make
sense. This female will be your best'
friend. This female will party w ith the
best of them. This female will be the
greatest thing that's ever happened to
you. This female will SET YOU ON
FIRE..;
This female will not be found on
this campus, or anywhere else for that
matter. Such a being does not exist.
Women have it so easy...

Liquors

JL
237 White SLreel, Hartford Cl.

Kegs
Milwaukee's Best
Buscn... ••••.•

1/2

$26.99

•...... n.1/2.... ...$34.99

Budweiser

1/2.......$41.99
1/4
$24.99
.1/2.......$31.99
1/2.......$26.99

Sctiaeffer.....
Black Label........

Dyfera Vodka

Samu eS
AdamIS
Lage T

1 75 Liters

$9.99 +tx.

Black Label

If Winston Churchill
Weie AliveTbday, Which Airline

\\buld He ¥bfh London^

Double Bot

$5.99 6ph..+tx.

per case of bar Bottles

$6.99 +tx.

n

Free Delivery
Call:
525-2221

i. "*
•n

Virgin AtlanticAirw8^74&T)LoncbL"
Take us for all we've got.

V

z

For information on Virgin's special student fares to London, consult your local Student Travel Agency.
Or call us direct at 1-800-862-8621. In New York, (212) 242-1330.
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Announcements
EXHIBITIONS
"Life in London, 1800-1840: an Illustrated Survey." Trumbull Room,
Watkinson Library, "A" floor, Trinity College Library. Open 8:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
and from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on
Saturdays when the College in in
session. Free Admission. Monday,
February 13-Friday, June 16.
"Mysterious Travelers: Birds of the
Arctic." Watkinson Library. "A"
Floor, Trinity College Library. Open
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday and from 9:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. on Saturdays when the
College in in session. Free Admission. Monday, February 13-Friday,
June 16.
"Selections of American Landscape
Painting." 1:00p.m. to5:00p.m. daily.
WidenerGallery, Austin Arts Center.
Free Admission. Tuesday, March 7Friday, April 28. Senior citizens: $6.
Box office: (203) 297-2199.

Heroines". Ms. Reville will lead
discusssion and answer questions.
The exhibition is on display in the
Library main lobby exhibit case.
Tuesday, April 25—St. Anthony Hall
presents as the 1989 Martin W. ClementLecturerinternationally acclaimed
architect and designer of the new
academic building CesarPelli on April
25th at 8:00 P.M. in the Washington
• Room.
Tuesday, April 25—"From Mechanism to Materialism in Enlightenment Biology" by Shirley Roe, associate professor of histroy at the University of Connecticut. Sponsored by
the biology department and history of
science at Trinity. 4 P.M. Life Sciences Center, room 134. A reception
will follow the talk.
Tuesday, April 25—Ms. Tsultrim
Allione, noted buddhist author of
"Women of Wisdom" will give a talk
and mini-workshop in Seabury 39 at
4:00 P.M. The title of the lecture is
"Women and B uddhism," The public
is invited and an open reception will
follow in the Rittenberg Lounge at
6:30 P.M.

Annual Studio Arts Program Show.
Widener Gal lery, Austin Arts Center.
Monday, May 1 through Friday, May
12. Free admission. 1 P.M. to 5 P.M.
daily.
;
Tuesday, April 25—"Women and
Change in Brazil from the 1920's to
POETRY
the Present", by Emilia Viotti Da
Costa, professor of Latin American
Tuesday, April 25—There will be a History at Yale University, author
poetry reading by Martin Espada, the and native of Brazil. 7:15 P.M.
noted Puerto Rican poet, at 4:00 P.M. McCook Auditorium. Free admisin Hamlin Hall. Free admission.
sion. Sponsored by Trinity College's
Program for Hispanic Studies in
Thursday, May 4—Poetry reading Cordoba .and the Yale Visiting Facby Trinity College seniors David ulty Program.
hower of Darien, CT; Amy Paulson
of Rockford, IL; seth Goodwin of Tuesday, April 25—'"Newfoundland
Cambridge, MA; and Kate Reavey of and Labrador," a narrated slide proSayreville, NJ; 4; 15 P.M. Faculty gram by naturalist/photographerSam
Club, Hamlin Hall. Free admission. Fried. 8 P.M. Watkinson Library, A
Reception to follow reading,
. floor, Trinity College Library. Free
"admission. Reception^ follows,presLECTURES
• ;
entation.
Tuesday, April 25—Patricia Reville,
assistant coordinator of the Women's
Center will lead a gal lery talk on "The
Postcard Project: Celebrating Our

Wednesday, April 26—James Forr
man, Executive Secretary of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating
Committee from 1961-1966 and a

Summer Storage:
Self-storage is an inexpensive solution to the big problem of
taking all your "stuff" home, what to do with it there and getting
it all back to school in the fall. A space and the cost can be
shared with a friend. Approx* cost of a shared unit is $20. per
month. Month to month rental, no long term obligation. Call in
West Hartford 525-2011 or in Wethersfield 721-9663. ; /

Tripod
Elections
All are welcome to attend
and run for a position on
the Fall 1989 staff,
however, only staff and
writers who have written
three or more articles may
vote.
May 2 at 7pm In the
Tripod Office In the
basement of Jackson.

chief organizer for the Mississippi
Freedom Summer Project of 1964,
will give a talk on the film, "Mississippi Burning". Mr. Forman was on
of the most vocal civil rights organizers, and continues to be active in the
field today. The author of the book,
The Making of Black Revolutionaries. Mr. Forman is eminantly qualified to talk about the truth behind the
Chaney, Goodman, Schwerner Case.

MatherHall. Free admission. This is
a change from the original schedule.

Cantat 4, "Christ lag in Todesbanden" by Bach and "Dixit Dominus"
by Handel.

Monday, May 1—The Trinity
Women's Organization and St. Anthony Hall will be sponsoring a lecture by Barbara Kennelly. She will be
speaking on'the role of women in
politics. The lecture will take place at
8:30 P.M. at St. Anthony Hall.

THEATER

Wednesday, April 26—Meryl Levin,
Class of 1989, will give a Trinity
Action Project fellowship Talk at 4:00
P.M., at 70 Vernon Street Lounge.
The talk is entitled "After the Air Lift:
Ethiopian Jews in Israel," and is free
to the public. Refreshments will be
served.

Thursday, May 4—"The Science of
Chaos: An Explanation for the Lay
Person" by Paual Russo, assistant
professor of mathematics at Trinity
College. Women's Center, Mather
Hall. 12:30 P.M. Free admission.

Wednesday, April 26—"Neural
Transplants" by John Sladek of the
department of neurobiology, University of Rochester. 7 p.m. Rittenburg
Lounge, Mather Hall. Free admission. Part of The Frontiers of Biomedical and Clinical Engineering, a
free public symposium sponsored by
Trinity College and the Hartford
Graduate Center.

Sunday, April 30—"Schubert Fest:
An Afternoon of Vocal, Chamber,
Piano, and Operatic Works by Franz
Schubert." Hamlin Hall. 2. P.M.
General admission; $6. Students and
senior citizens: $3. box office: (203)
297-2199.

Wednesday, April 26—Lecture by
Rackstraw Downes, a contemporary
landscape artist. 7:30 P.M. Boyer
Auditorium, Life Sciences Center.
Free admission.
Monday, May 1—"The Three Spains
of 1492: Moors, Christians and Jews
in the Making of a National State" by
Visiting Associate Professor of History Michal Weisser. Sponsored by
the Trinity College Columbus Project. 8 P.M. Rittenberg Lounge,

Music

Sunday, May 7—Piano recital by
Trinity College senior Barbara Scudder of Fairfield, Connecticut. Garmany Hall, Austin Arts Center. Free
admission. 8:15 P.M,
Sunday, May 7—"Pearls of the
Baroque" by. Connecticut Choral
Artists (CONCORA) 4 P.M. Trinity
College Chapel. General admission:
$ 10. students and senior citizens: $9.
Tickets available at the door or by
calling CONCORA at (203) 2247500. Theconcert will feature works
by masters of the Baroque period for
chorus, soloists, and orchestra:
"Beams Vir" by Claudio Monteverdi;

Wednesday, May 3 through Saturday, May 6—Trinity Theater and
Dance Student One-Act Repertory
Series. "La Muneca Reina", and
"Medusa's Class' on May 3 and May
4. "Chicano Mural Painting"'and
"Susan Glaspell" on May 5 and May
6. 8 P.M. J.L. Goodwin theater and
senior citizens: $4. Box office: (203)
297-2199.
GENERAL
SENIORS!!! Packets containing
Commencement information (instruction sheet, invitations and rain tickers) may be signed for and picked up
(IN PERSON , PLEASE) in Mather
Hall's Rittenberg Lounge on the following days and times: Thursday,
April 27, 11:30 A.M. - 1:30 P.M.;
Friday, April 28, 9-11 A.M.; Monday, May 1,2-4 P.M., Tuesday, May
2, 11:30 A.M. - 1:30 P.M.: Wednesday, May 3,2-4 P.M. Please remember to bring your Senior Surveys to
turn in at this time.
CT NARAL (an affiliate of the National Abortion Rights Action League)
will be at your school on April 27th,
11:00-3:00 in the student union building. If you believe that women should,
continue to have the right to choice,
we need you to take one moment of
your time to sign a petition stating
this belief. These petitions are being
sent to the Supreme COurt to lei them
know that the majority of people in
this ocuntry believe in choice. Please

FUTON SALE
20% off Futons & frames
PLUS A WIDE VARIETY OF
OTHER FRAMES

pine
oak
maple
100% NATURAL
COTTON MATTRESSES
6"

7"

OR

black laquer

8" WIDTH

6 COLORS - AVAILABLE ALSO IN DENIM

FUTONS MADE BY

FutonAmerica
TWIN $99.95

FULL $119.95

QUEEN $129.95

THE

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS: STUDENTS W/ I.D.

FUTQH
SHOP

160 Park Road, W. Hartford, CT
11am -7 pm Monday - Saturday
1-5 pm Sunday

236-3202
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Announcements
GENERAL (Cont'd)
take the time to show your support of
this most crucial right. The time is
new.

For more information contact:
Bike-Aid'89, the Overseas Development Network, P.O. box 2306, Stanford, CA 94309 Tel: (415) 723-0802
or 725-1405.

Members of the Class of 1991 who
may wish to declare the American
Studies major are urged to contact
Professor Eugene Leach, Director of
the American Studies Program. Professor Leach has office hours in
Seabury 12-B on Tuesday and Wednesday mornings. His phone numbers are 197-2375 (TC) and 523-8747
(Home).

Join the Connecticut chapter of the
National Space Society. The society
is dedicated to the. development and
exploration of space.
National
members include John Glenn, Isaac
Asimov, and Jacques Cousteau.
Tuesday, March 21, 1989, 7:00 p.m.
at the Science Museum of CT, 950
Trout Brook Drive, West Hartford,
CT. For info, call HB or David Kaplan
at 653-0324.

The Lunch Series presents: Women
of Nepal, with Victoria Clawson '89,
Susan Hangen '89, Barbara Scudder
'89. April 27, 12:30 P.M., in the
Women's Center. Everyone is welcome.

The Trinity Women's Organization
will meet on Thursday 4/27 at 7:00
P.M. in the Women's Center. This
meeting will be to discuss elections
for the coming year and possible
programming for next year. If interested, please attend. The meeting
will take place in the Women's Center.

The Hartford Health Department,
AIDS Prevention Program, is offering a free three-session educational/
support group to help gay/bisexual
men identify risky behavior and learn
how to practice and enjoy safer sex.
This group, called "Sex Positive" is
open to gay/bisexual men only an
strict confidentiality will be maintained. Interested men should contact
Dan at the Hartford Health Department at 722-6742 for registration by
first name, directions to the group and
any further information.

Sunday evenings at 9:00 p.m., there is
a meeting of LBQ (Lesbian-Bisexual-Questioning), The meetings are
confidential and open to all women
Trinity students. Any interested
women are invited to.attend these
weekly meetings. They are held in
the Women's Center on the third floor
of Mather Campus Center.

Bike-Aid '89 seeks concerned individuals to raise awareness and funds
for global hunger and poverty. This
coming summer, the Overseas Development Network (ODN) will be
sponsoring its fourth annual crosscountry hunger awareness bike-athon, Bike-Aid '89 to raise awarness
and funds for self-help development
projects overseas and in the U.S.
Bike-Aid '89 will begin in midJune from four West coast cities —
Seattle, Portland, San Francisco, and
Los Angeles. A shorter ride will
originate form Austin, Texas beginning in mid-July. The ride will be
completed in mid-August when cyclists from the five routes converge in
Washington, D.C.

Monday evening at 9:30 p.m., in the
Women's Center, The Trinity Gay
Lesbian Bisexual Alliance (TGLBA)
will hold its weekly meeting. All
interested members of the Trinity
Community are invited to attend.
Soviet Exchange Students 1989-1990:
Any Trinity students interested in
hosting (rooming with) next year's
students from the SovietUnion should
contact Prof. West (Seabury 12-C) in
the near future. Quads preferred.
The Junior Women's Club of Rocky
Hill is seeking craftspeople for its
"Arts and Crafts Festival" to be held
on Sunday, October 22, 1989 at the
Rocky Hill High School. Contact
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Love... is just a bitch. - M.J.
Cheryl -1 still miss you. - Lee
Miss Right -1 still miss you. - Lonely
And Desperate In Hartford (sounds
like a movie title...).
Why hasn't someone tied a yoyo to
the Bishop statue's finger yet this year?
Only 33 days left...
Eric - We'll have it in tomorrow!
- The Sports Staff
There's nothing wrong with Cleveland that acid rain wouldn't'cure,
Respectfully, R.M.M.
There's nothing wrong with Hartford
that a neutron bomb wouldn't cure. \
Respectfully, B.H.C.
Hug a Features Columnist today (especially this one).
L.S.-WOMEN HAVEITSO EASY!
If you're still reading these, you really
do need to get out more;
STUDENT FORUM*
Wednesday, April 26-^"A Reading", Tijuana Murray, "91.
*A11 presentations will be given on
Wednesdays in Wean Lounge, Mather
Campus .Center, at 12:30 p.m. and
will run to about 1:15. Please bring
your lunch; light refreshments will be
served. .
.
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Transportation Back & Forth •Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Services • 30 Years in the Area
We Work on All Trinity Vehicles
We are Reputable and Stand Behind our Work

St.Anthony Hall
presents

Cesar Pelli;
Internationally Acclaimed Architect and Designer of
the New Academic Building on Campus
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What this country needs is a good
$ 1.50 beer (and a new Rolling Stones
album as soon as possible).
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The Medical Office and the Student
Health Advisory Committee will be
sponsoring Trinity College's 2nd
Health Fair on Wednesday, April 26,
1989,10-5 in the Washington Room, The Buildings and Grounds DepartM.C.C. Among the participants are ment is hiring for summer jobs such
the Ct. State Police with "The Con- as Custodial and Grounds. Rate: $5.00
vincer"; A.A.; Cocaine Anonymous; or $5.50 per hour. Stop at office at
Greater Hartford Community College 238 New Britain Avenue for an appliSchool of Nursing blood pressure cation and interview.
screening; Health Tech Industries, Inc.
doing computerized Jiealth risk as- Needed: Tutors in English, Mathesessments; Lifestar helicopter flight matics and Science for Connecticut
Nurse; Vision Corner for visual acu- Pre-Engineering (CPEP) Summer
ity and glaucoma screening; Planned Program, June 26 - July 28, 1989Parenthood on Sexually transmitted 8:30 A.M. - 2:30 P.M. Monday-Fridiseases; Weight Watchers; Aids day; Trinity College Campus; Salary:
Project Hartford; Trinity Athletic $1250; If interested, call: Naomi
Dept. - body composition and fitness Amos, Director of Faculty Grants,
assessment. The only charge at the Ext. 201 Oorherassistant, NinaLynch,
fair will be Hartford Hospital health Ext. 2011.
and lifestyle charge for cholesterol
screening $6.00, glucose (sugar) $6.00 PERSONALS
or both for $ 10.00; Also participating
is the Mental Health Association; and FOR SALE: Ping-pong table. $70.
the Y.W:C.A. Sexual Assault Crisis In perfect condition. Moving and
Serivce. The will also be Health Fair can't fit it in the new house. Call
T-shirts on sale.
• Paula Chu-Richardson 297-2157 or
527-9084.
Applications are now being accepted A.K.B. - Do I get a second chance?
for the Emergency Medical Technician-Paramedic Training Program to Goody, Thanks again for the other
be offered this fall by Saint Francis
Hospital and Medical Center and night. You are so special to me. Let's
Greater Hartford Community College. do it again real soon. •
Love.AJK
Under the program, students attend
classes at both the college and the
hospital for two 15-week semesters Dean Spencer: Our sincerest condoand complete a six-week spring in- lences...
- History 202 Students
ternship. Upon successful completion of the course, they receive 30
college credit hours and are eligible Happy birthday Jenny!
Love, A •
.
" "
for the state examination for certification as EMT-Paramedics. To be
admitted to the program, a student To the men of Trinity (Addendum to
must possess a high school diploma my article): All women on this planet
or equivalency certificate and be cer- really do belong to Category #9!
Sincerely, B.C.
tified as an emergency medical technician. Applications should be sub-

Q: What do you get when you mix
vodka, rum, tequila, gin, vermouth
and Everclear?
A: Drunk.

67 1/2 Madison St. (Off of Broad St.)

' ' . . : • '
•

21 Smooth
WM is~—
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26 Nerve networks
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H J j f — 29 Turn Inside out.
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31 Evaluates
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45 Skill

mitted as soon as possible. For more
information, contact: Director of
Admissions, Greater Hartford Community College, 61 Woodland Street,
Hartford, CT 06105.

10% discount to all Trinity
students and faculty with I.D.:

Crossword
ACROSS

[Catherine Hansen, 563-6036.

53 Capuchin

monkey

5B Coroner: abbr

-

Tuesday, April 25th
8:00pm in the Washington Room
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has already started
topayoff.
College graduates get pre-approved credit and $400 cash back
on any of tnese new Ford cars and trucks.
Your New England Ford Dealers think you should be rewarded for
those countless essays and pulling more all-nighters than you care .
to remember, That's why we've introduced a hassle-free way for
college grads to buy a new Ford cargr truck •,: -; .: .>.•;../;. /:
We'll give you pre-approved credit and $400 cash back to be ,
used as a downpayment on one of the new Ford cars or trucks
featured below. Other purchase incentives may also be available.
But you must take delivery by Dec. 31.
To qualify, you must earn a bachelor's degree from a four-year
college, or an advanced degree from an accredited institution,
between Oct. 1,1988 and Jan. 1,1990.
Ford's Graduate Assistance Program. Proof positive of the value
of an education.
See your New England Ford Dealer for details. For more
information, call this toll-free number: 1-800-321-1536.
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Arts
An Interview with Jen Cooper
-By Beula TicknorAssistant Arts Editor
Jen Cooper is an art major whose
senior art exhibit is showing April 26May 6 at Mather Art Space. The
show is made up of sculpture and
lithoprints. The work is primarily
from her senior year, with one or two
pieces from Cooper's sophomore and
junior year. She explained simply that
"I feel I've gone so m uch farther since
freshman year."
As I talked with Cooper in the
cave I immediately noticed her unique

exhibit invitations, which are black
print on Japanese Rice Paper. Cooper
feels the translucent paper with distinct, tactile fibers coordinates with
her sculptures, which are symbolic of
the organic and of growth.
The sculptures are largely cheese
cloth covered with shellac on wire
frame, which Cooper describes as
"very flesh-like". She talked about
the importance of the process, which
in her work is indicative of the subject
matter of the sculptures — that of
natural growth.
"All have elements of it. It's a
very tedious process, though slow.

The process of working it is one of
growth. I like doing it, feeling it. It's
really a part of me. I try not to start
with too many preconceptions."
Cooper credited art instructor
Bill Burke with being very influential
to her approach to art. His sculpture
classes that she took this year were
the first and only-ones Cooper has
ever taken, and in them she realized
how much she enjoyed the medium.
"I feel much better about the
sculpture than the prints. I've really
taken to sculpture. I find three dimensional work easier than two-dimensional. It's more within my space, it's
more real. I'm fascinated by painting
(a pause as she smiles shyly), but not
as good at it."
I also talked with Cooper about
her involvement in the "I Have' A
Dream" program, which she described as a great experience. This

program entailed five sessions of art
lessons for children, which she recently did in conjunction with Mary
Del Monico, another art major. The
end product of this program was an
art show at Austin arts Center.
"The kids loved showing offthey're proud of what they do. It's
great to see them so proud. It made
me feel good, to make them happy."
Cooper was so pleased with the
experience that she will continue
teaching into the summer, and even
more intensely. Although she was
unsure at first as to how she would
like working with kids, she grew to
love them and their openness to new
experiences.
Cooper feels strongly that encouraging creativity, as opposed to
'regurgitation', is important to individuals and to the future of America.
She appreciates also the way the tools,

skills, applications and attitudes
learned through art affects her outlook, and can affect anyone's outlook, on every aspect of life.
When I asked Cooper about how
art would fit into her life in the future,
she referred back to the I Have A
Dream program as more of a possibility than the art world, mainly because
of herdissatisfaction with theart field.
"The art field itself is very interesting, but I'm disillusioned by the
wheelin' and dealin', and the manipulation of the artist."
"My pipe dream is to be a fashion designer. I wanted to make something for the shows to coordinate with
the sculpture, but I didn't have time.
I'm not sure that I'm gong to be an
artist- I'm very personally involved
in the work I do, and I hate criticism
(laughs)."

The Trinity College Chapel
Singers to Tour England
-By Matthew S. BurfeindTripod Staff Writer

Photo by Sue Muik r

Contribute To
The Challenge^
$hare In The
Rewards.
Yale University, a leader In blomedkal
and other scientific research, offers a
wide range of laboratory research
opportunities, Here, recent graduates
can increase their knowledge, develop
their talents, and enrich their experience in a stimulating, state-of-the-art
research environment We have immediate openings for:

Mese&rsh Msslstants
A bachelor's in biological or physical sciences is required;
laboratory experience is a plus,
In addition to many on-campus cultural and athletic
facilities, Yale University provides competitive salaries and
outstanding benefits, including: 22 vacation days, 4 personal
days, 13 holiday/recess days, and 12 sick days, all paid;
tuition reimbursement and audit privileges for University
courses; flex-time; medical and dental plans; and much more.

Contact your Career Services Office for on-campus
recruiting date, or send your resume to: A. Kaye, Yale
University, Department of Human Resources, 155
Whitney Avenue, P.O. Box 1404, Yale Station, New
Haven,. CT 06520.

Yale University
Yale University is an affirmative action,
equal opportunity employer.

The Trinity College Chapel
Singers have announced that they
will tour England this June. As part
of their fundraising campaign, they
will perform on Saturday, April 29,
at 7:30 p.m. in the Trinity College
Chapel. Admission is $2.00.
The Chapel Singers haveraised
most of the funds necessary for the
tour and are continuing their campaign. They have received support
from the College, alumni and other
private sources. They will also be

performing at Lloyd's Restaurant in
Hartford on Wednesday, April 26, at
7:3,0 p.m.
Assistant Organist and Secretary, Christopher Row commented,
"The extra preparation for the tour
has not only heightened our musical
proficiency, but our camaraderie as a
group has also grown, Thegroup can
only benefit from this experience,"
The Chapel Singers will perform numerous works, including
Poulenc's Messe, a cycle of Motets
by Canadian composer Healey Wilton and three works by Trinity Composer-in-Residence, Robert Edward
Smith.
In vitati ons to perform have been

received from St. Paul's Cathedral,
Arundel Cathedral, Chichester Cathedral and Clare College, Cambridge. The tour will be from May 30
through June 8, 1989.
"In addition to our own performances," stated John Rose, Organist and Director of Chapel Music, "we look forward to sitting in on
rehearsals and attending serv ices and
performances by theresident choirs."
"The tour will provide a unique
opportunity for us to explore our
historical roots, both in terms of the
English choral tradition, as well as
the buildings and architecture that
have so influenced our Chapel and
campus."
'
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Arts
Graham Parker: fAlone in America1
-By Chris LichatzArts Staff"Write r
Graham Parker. He's a "lesser"
Elvis Costello. Although he's as talented as Mr. Costello, and though his
style is very similar to Mr. Costello's,
the commercial success of Mr. Costello has always managed to elude
him. However, this doesn't mean he
imitates Elv is; they both emerged from
the mid-seventies British pub-rock
scene at about the same time (actually, I think Graham was first), but for
some reason Graham Parker's three
minute pop songsjusthaven'tcracked
mainstream commercial radio in the
either America or England, and he
remains the hero of a devoted pop
cult.
Graham Parker's new album,
"Live! Alone in America"(RCA), is a
showcase for his great pop songwriting, and it's done in a simple folk
setup. Instead of touring with his
whole backing band (The Rumour)
he's touring alone this time: just him

and his guitar. For me this is quite a
treat. Although his music never appealed to me when it was arranged for
his band, this "folksy" style really
sounds great. There's no horn section, no corny backup singers, and no
guitar solos, but thesongs really shine
through for all they're worth, and in
an era of poor songwriting and computerized studio over-production
these songs are as weighty as gold.
Every song has catchy melodies and
interesting (and poignant) lyrics, and
the album digs back into the Graham
Parker archives to feature songs from
his earliest albums as well as three
brand-spanking new songs that are
previously unrecorded. Also, instead
of a compilation of live cuts from a
live tour (which is what most live
albums are these days) this album is a
single night at a small club in Philadelphia, and the crowd loves him, so
all the thrill of a live perforniance is
clearly captured.
Foreveryone who's never heard
of Graham Parker this album is both
a blessing and a curse (golly, what a
cliche). It might be difficult for

someone whose never heard his studio albums to appreciate the same
songs live, and likewise it might be
difficult for someone who likes this
album to appreciate his studio albums, but for a great album like this
it's worth the money to give it a try.
This album is qbviously very different than his studio albums, but (for
me at least, trying to remain as impartial as possible) it's a lot more enjoyable. Referring back to the Elvis
Costello comparison, Costello fans
will probably enjoy Graham as much
as Elvis, and this album is a great
introduction to his music. If you love
great pop music, and I mean classic
"sixties-style" pop, not thedisco-synth
top 40 pop so prevalent today, then
Graham Parker is the man for you.
"Live! Alone in America" is a great
live album, and definitely one of the
best live albums to come out in years.
It's everything a great live album
should be: great songs (both old and
new) and lots of genuine emotion.
After all, "simple and fun" is what
rock and roll is all about.

CalendArt
DANCE

March 7 through April 28
"Selections of American .
Landscape Paintings"
Widner Gallery
Austin Arts'Center

May 14 at 2:00 p.m.
The Chuck Davis African
American Dance
Ensemble
Goodwin Theatre
Austin Arts Center

April 25 through May 5
Jennifer Cooper
Mather Artspace
May 1 through May 12
Annual Studio Arts
Program Show
Widener Gallery
Austin Arts Center
May 15 through May 28
The Senior Studio Art
Majors Show
Widener Gallery
Austin Arts Center

MUSIC
April 30 at 2:00 p.m.
Schubert Fest: An
Afternoon of Voca I,
Chamber, Piano, and
Operatic Works by Franz
Schubert
HamlinHall
May 2 & 3 at 8:00 p.m.
Hartford Symphony
Orchestra
"Classical Series"
Featuring the works of
Stravinsky and Ravel
The Bushnell
May 5 & 6 at 8:00 p.m.
Hartford Symphony
Orchestra
"PopSeries"

Support the Arts
at Trinity
The Writing Center

American Poetry Association
$11,000 in prizes!!!
Poets may enter the contest by sending up to six
poems, each no more than 20 lines, name and
address on each page.
Send to:
American Poetry Association
Dept. CT-22
250 A Potrero Street
P.O. Box 1803
Santa Cruz, CA 95061-1803
Deadline is June 30, 1989.
Entry is FREE.

MUSIC (continued)

EXHIBITIONS

April 24 through April 29
Studio Arts Senior Shows
Malou Bulanhagui
Garmany Hall
Austin Arts Center

Poetry Contest

"A Night in Camelot"
The Bushnell
May7at-8:15p.m.
Barbara Scudder in a
Senior Piano Recital
Garmariy Hall
Austin Arts Center
May 12 at 8:15 p.m.
Trinity College Concert
Choir
The Trinity College
Community Orchestra
Goodwin Theatre
Austin Arts Center

THEATRE
The Department of
Theatre and Dance
presents
A Performance Repertory
May 3 & 4 at 8:00 p.m.
"La Muneca Reina" and
"Medusa's Glass"
May 5 & 6 at 8:00 p.m.
"Chicano Mural Painting"
and "Susan Glaspell"
Goodwin Theatre
Austin Arts Center

New Expanded
Sunday Hours!

Entries of Original Art,
Illustrations,
Photographs, and
Poems
Now Being Accepted For The May 9th
Issue of the Tripod
This is not a contest! As many works will
be printed as space allows, so enter early.
All Applications to Box 1435 no later than
May 1st.

Hartford Stage
Presents
Henrik Ibsen's

Peer Gynt
New Translation by Gerry Bamman and
; Irene B.Berman
Directed by Mark Lamos
Tickets on sale for both April 23 shows!
Austin Arts Center Box Office
For info call 297-2199.

Daytime Hours: 115 Vernon St.
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

9am - 5pm
9am - Noon/ 1-5pm
9am - 5pm
9am-5pm
g a m - Noon/ 1-4pm

Sun. and Evening Hours: Library
Seminar Rm. 3
Sunday
1-4 p m / 6:30 - 9:30 pm
Monday - Thursday
6:30 - 9;30 pm

Drop in or phone for an appointment

247-2461

Congratulations to
Michael Garver on a
Successful Senior Voice
.Recital!!!!
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Arts
Dream Team Earns Favorable Review
By Liz Healy and Russ Kauff
Russ:
Back from our various tropical excursions during Spring Break
and inundated by the work we did not do while busy sunning
ourselves, my buddy Liz and I once again took refuge at the movies.
This week we saw the new film Dream Team at the lovely Showcase
Cinemas. This film starring Michael Keaton, Peter Boyle, Christopher
Lloyd and Steven Furst has a story line which at first glance seems
pretty simple and easily bungled - four patients from Cedarbrook
Mental Hospital in New Jersey are on their way to a Yankee game
when their doctor is assaulted and hospitalized and the four loonies
must fend for themselves.
I can just see the writers with their first idea - 'Let's put four
mental patients on the loose in New York and see what happens.'
Had it not been done so well, this movie could have been completely
insipid, filled with corny, detached capers. Fortunately for us, the
writers took their time and used their imagination and created a
lovable comedy filled with uproariously funny episodes of the four
vastly different patients having to bind together in order to find
their doctor and to solve a crime.
Michael Keaton, who plays a pathological liar with violent
tendencies, solidifies his position as amongst the best comedy actors
around in his role as the leader of the foursome. All of them including Peter Boyle who plays a former advertising executive
who thinks he is Jesus, Christopher Lloyd who plays a compulsive
organizer, and Steven Furst, who is catatonic except for his penchant
for speaking in baseball terms - turn in excellent performances.
Through their adventures in the city where they all confront their
pasts, we are able to see ourselves - our own fears and shortcomings.
In the end, Dream Team is a very touching movie, loaded with laughs
and just the right amount of a message to keep it meaningful (and
memorable). So, if you are looking for a movie to lift your spirits as
finals approach, this is just your ticket.

Liz:

•

I was not at all excited to go and see The Dream Team ,
When I saw the first ad for it, I asked myself, "What could be
more stupid? What could possibly happen to these four guys
that would be entertaining, and what kind of idiotic doctor
would let them get lost in the first place?". I had wanted to see
something like New York Stories, so I was slightly disappointed.
To make matters worse, Russ and I wanted just a little snack to
make our evening more pleasant, and the grand total was $1.61
for a small coke and $1.31 for a bag of about three Starburst. And
to top it all off, we had to sit through the moronic pre-movie
message starring Sarah the Stewardess for the,twelfth time. I
was not happy when the credits finally rolled.
The first scene was so incredibly slow that I was about to
buy more food. The jokes were falling as flat as a Matzoh in the
vast theatre of about five-hundred seats which contained about
five people. (Another private screening, of course.) Then we
were introduced individually to each of these very different
characters, and I decided this movie just might have something.
To my surprise and delight, the characters were
wonderfully comical, while at the same time real and touching.
Their reactions to all that surrounded them were no t predictable
or trite, yet clever and hilarious. The story, which could have
been, as Russ said, "bungled," was simple and clear. There was
no fancy camera work, just good old-fashioned movie-making.
These four characters' personalities were so strongly diverse yet
worked so well together that just watching them interact alone
in a room was entertaining. For a movie which I was so prepared
not to like, it made me very happy to leave the theatre in such a
great mood and ready to recommend it. The Dream Team is, so
far, the most pleasant surprise of this season.

D & D Package Store
Free Delivery
417 New Britain Ave.

249-6883

Lowenbrau
1/2 Kegs
+tax& deposit
Lisa Weinberger '89 posing next to one of her works from her recent
exhibition. Her unique use of colors and space contributed to the success of
her Senior show.
Photo by Sue Muik

Michael Garver Gives
Spellbinding Recital
- by Bob Markee Editor-in-Chief
Michael Garver gave a tremendous senior recital, this past Sunday
with a repertoire ranging from Gustav Mahler to Billy Joel. Garver's
exceptional singing talents have
graced stage and al tar for the past four
years and will certainly be missed in
years to come.
Joined by several other Trinity
vocalists, including alumnae Liesl
Odenweller '88 and Phoebe McBride
'87 , Garver made his way through'a
series of Broadway tunes and a German love song before he began a
retrospective of his career in musical
theatre here at Trinity.
Some seniors, and some under-

classmen as well, will no doubt have
waxed nostalgic over excerpts from
Ruddygore,,A Perfect Stranger, and
SweeneyTodd, as well as songs from
more recent shows, such as "Friendship" from this semester's Anything
Goes, performed with Linda Ivey and
John Summerford, and "A Tight-Knit
Family" from March of the Falsettos,
performed last fall as part of the
Musical-Theatre Revue.
Garver will be going on from
Trinity to perform in musical theatre
professionally at the Surflight Summer Theatre in Beach Haven, New
Jersey. Seniors Tory Clawson and
John Summerford, who joined Garver
at his recital, will not be joining him
there due to prior commitments.
Congratulationsgo to Mr. Garver
and all who helped this past Sunday.
It is hoped that he will be as successful in the future as he has been here.

Bob Ferris
Proprietor

Milwaukee's Best

$6"
+tax& deposit
Suitcase
2 4 - 12 oz. Cans

Order Your Spring Weekend Kegs Early

Spring Weekend Specials
"Home of the Keg King"

Molson
Golden
49
$7
-12 oz. Bottles

iisiifi^^

+tax &

deposit

Beer of the Month

Brooklyn Lager
+tax & deposit

6 - 1 2 Oz. bottles
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HOW I MADE $18,000
FOR COLLEGE
BY WORKING WEEKENDS

When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay.
.
Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.
Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.
Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.
They're the people who help our
state during emergencies like hurricanes and floods. They're also an
important part of our country's military
defense.
So, since I'm helping them do such
an important job, they're helping me
make it through school.

ff

As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. I'm also getting
another $5,000 for tuition and books,
thanks to the New GI Bill.
Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to
more than $11,000 over the six years
I'm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the
Guard will help me pay it back—up to
$1,500 a year, plus interest.
It all adds up to $18,000-or more
—for college for just a little of my time.
And that's a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.
THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600* OR MAIL THIS
C

O

U

P

O

N

.-••••••••':'•••••..•.-:•:

;

• • : • • • > • •

.

*In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam: 477-9957; Virgin Islands
(St. Croix): 773-6438; New Jersey: 800-452-5794. In Alaska, consult your local
phone directory.
© 1985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.
All rights reserved.
MAIL TO: Army National Guard, P.O. Box 6000, Clifton, NJ 07015
.DM

DF

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY/STATE/ZIP
US CITIZEN. DYES D NO
AREA CODE

PHONE

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

BIRTH DATE

OCCUPATION
STUDENT • HIGH SCHOOL DCOLLEGE
PRIOR MILITARY SERVICE • YES D NO
BRANCH

RANK

AFM/MOS

THF INFORMATION V(X1 VCXUNIMULY PfiOVlOE INCLUDING YOUfl SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
WH.L BE USED FOR RECfiUII^G PURPOSES OM.I" YOUR SOCIAL SF.CURlfY NUMBER
WK.I. BE USED TO ANALYZE RESPONSE To THIS A0 MJTHOfllTV ICHJEC-503

National Guard
A1CLJC17049NP

Army National Guard
Americans At Their Best.

-
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Sports
Women's Softball
Wins 2, Loses 2
- By Matthew C. Miller Sports Writer

The Trinity College Women's
Softball Team split4 games last week
to run their record to 4-3 on the season. On Wednesday the 19th, the
Lady Bants scored some measure of
revenge over the Bates Bobcats with
a resounding 8-1 win. Leanne LeBrun tossed a complete game, giving
up only a meaningless run in the 7th
inning. Trinity was led by centerfielder Robin Silver's 2 hits and 3
runs scored, who led a balanced Trin
attack.
Coast Guard was next on the
agenda, and the Lady Bants squeaked
out a 2-1 win, as LeBrun again pitched
a masterpiece, giving up only 2 hits as
Trin swept their home games on the
week. Kirsten Kolstad was chased
home with the Winning run, and vi-

sions of the NIAC's started to dance
in Trinity's head. Then came Clark.
The Cougars entered last
Saturday's doubleheader with an 8-2
record, and left with a 10-2 mark, as
the Lady Bants were swept by scores
of 12-4 and 7-4. Sloppy defensive
play marked the first game, and that,
combined with 11 Clark hits, did in
Trinity. The Lady Bants did start
quickly, scoring 4 first- inning runs
capped by a Karyh Farquhar triple,
. but Clark pitcher Sue Carpenter shut
Trin down the rest of the way. Carpenter and catcher Lori Lingham led
the way for the Cougars who pounded
outfourteen hits off LeBrun and Kathy
Ennis.
Trinity had 9 hits in the nightcap, but could only chase home four
runs thanks to a LeBrun double,
Kolstad's 2 RBI's and Ennis single,
but Clark took advantage of 4 Trinity
errors, and went on to the 7-4 win.

Kathy Ennis '90 heads for second in last week's Softball game

Photo by SueMuik

Lady Rowers Cruise, Men Fall To Georgetown
with cox, and in the Novice Heavyweight event.
An outstanding day for the
women' s crews was capped when the
The Georgetown Hoy as traveled varsity boat of cox- Orla O'Riordan
to Hartford last week to race the Trin- '89, Betsy Townsend '91, Allison
ity Bantams in long narrow boats on Wielobob '91, Tracy Decker '89,
Windsor's Rainbow Reservoir. While Carolin Voelkening '90, Sophie
the Hoyas downed the Bantams in Wadsworth '89, Margaret Lowance
both the men's varsity lightweight '91, Jessie Willing '89, and Christine
and men's varsity heavyweight Smith '91 cruised to a solid victory.
events, the men's novice lightweight Jumping to a six -seat lead following
event, and the men's novice Four the start, the women held on to a halfwith cox, the women' s crews returned boat lead through the 1000 merer
the favor. The Lady Bants recorded . mark. The crew lengthened that lead
victories in the women's varsity Eight, throughout the second 1000 meters of
J. V. Eight, and Novice Eight. The the race.
only victories the Bantam men were
varsity women began their
able to muster were in the J. V. Four sprintThe
early in order to maintain their
- By Eric Hammerstrom Sports Editor

*

lead, and finished 6 seats ahead of the
Hoyas.
The varsity women are now 3-1
on the season. In addition to this
weekend's victory, the Lady Bants
have defeated Conn College and
Mount Hojyoke. Their loss came at
the hands of UMass— which looks to
be the strongest crew in this Spring's
Dad Vail division. "Though we lost
to UMass," said Captain Tracy
Decker, "we're getting stronger and
they didn't beat us by that much."
Two other women's boats re-corded victories againstGeorgetown.
The women's J. V. Eight (3-1) cruised
to a win, as did the Novice women's
Eight. The women's J. V. Eight had
a strong start and began taking seats

Netters Bounce Wesleyan
• By David Yoon Sports Writer

After going 1-2 last week, the
Trinity Men's Varsity Tennis Team
now has an overall record of 2-5 and
a league record of 2-2. The Bants
ended a five-match losing streak,
which included two shutouts, with an
impressive 7-2 victory over Wesleyan
University last Saturday.
During the horrendous fivematch losing streak, the Bantams won
a total of eight individual matches out
of a possible of forty-five which
compiles to. 178 winning percentage.
This not to say that the marches were
not close. Of the thirteen three-setters, the players won five.
All of these statistics were forgotten by the players on one very cold
and windy afternoon last Saturday as
the tennis team hung the Cardinals of
Wesleyan out to dry. The weather
proved to be tough on the players
both mentally and physically. As
NESCAC rules dictate, the doubles
were played first. The Bants swept
the doubles to take an early 3-0 lead in
the dual match. Juniors Jamie Gabriel and Christian Pouncey, Trinity's
flamboyant number one team, came
back from a 2-5 deficit in 'the first set
to win a nail-biting 7-5,7-6 and 7-5 in
the tiebreaker to break their personal
four- match losing streak. The number two team of Senior Co-captafn
Brian Johnson and Freshman sensation Tom Reuter also won a tough
match in three sets, 7-6(7-4), 4-6,6-1.
The number three team, Senior Cocaptain Peter Barlow and Sophomore
Pat Lee, won rather handily 6-4,6-3,.
Despite the early 3-0 lead, the
match was far from over as the Cardinals won the first sets of five of the six
singles matches with only Gabriel
winning in straight sets, 6-3,6-3. The

Senior Co-captains recorded victories in singles as well. Johnson came
back from a 6-1 deficit in the first set
to storm back to win 6-2, 6-3 in the
last two sets. The elements definitely
affected Barlow's game, and that of
the other players as well. Barlow
called upon his experience to pull it
out with a 4-6,7-6(9-7), 6-3 win over
Ted Waugh in the number two slot.
Reuter also won, defeating Dave
Nicholson at number three 0-6, 6-4,
6-3 to end his personal losing streak
of five matches. For the JV, Junior
Tim Callahan won at number one
defeating his opponent 1-6,6-4,6-1.
The victory was a testament to the
team's hard work, determination, and
practice, and the victory has put Trinity in a good position for the upcoming NESCAC tournament.
Earlier in the week, the team
traveled north to Medford, Massachusetts to face the Jumbos of Tufts.
Unfortunately,the Bantams were
shutout 9-0. However Trinity faced
this match at less than full strength
due to injuries and academic commitments which hindered key players
from attending the match. Reuter
was out with a knee injury and Gabriel, Callahan, and Lee were unable to
attend. Coach Larry Hutnick was
forced to face the Jumbos with a
makeshift lineup of Johnson, Barlow,
Pouncey, Sophomore Jorge Rodriguez, and Freshmen Thad Thompson and Shombi Sharp, at the
number- five and - six slots. The
freshmen "major league debuts" were
hindered by their inexperience at the
varsity level, as both lost—winning
only one game between them.
Worse than the Tufts loss, Rodriguez suffered an ankle injury during his match at Medford. With
Rodriguez out and Reuter back but
not at one hundred percent, the team
was handicapped going into their

match against University of Hartford.
Trinity lost 7-2 with victories coming
from Johnson, playing at number two,
and Gabriel at number six.
Despite the losses to Tufts and
the University of Hartford, the highlight of the week was definitely
Saturday's win over Wesleyan. The
victory really boosted the confidence
of the team and proved that Trinity
can play with anyone in the league.
With Rodriguez expected to be back,
the team's chances look to be rosy
once again for the rest of the 1989
season.

off the line. BythelOOO-metermark
the Lady Bants had built a half-boat
lead, and opened water between the
boats near the 1500- meter mark.
The Bantam lightweight men put
in a valiant effort against a crew of
Georgetown lightweights that are
expected to be extremely competitive
at the Dad Vail Finals. The Bants
found themselves even with, or
slightly ahead of Georgetown varsity
and J. V. lightweights following the
first twenty strokes of the race. Pullingaway from the HoyaJrV.ibaatf the
Bantamsstayedclose to Georgetown
for the first 1000 meters of racing. At
the 1000- meter mark, Georgetown
pulled away from the Trinity boat, to
take a six -seat lead.
But Trinity came back, pulling
to within three seats with 500 meters
remaining. The Bants attempted to
spring shortly after, but were unable
to increase their stroke rate. Georgetown held on to win, bow to stern
over the Bantams.
"AH year long they've been
expected to be the fastest lightweight
crew at the Dad Vails," said lightweight captain Mark Eller '89, "so
we were happy to be within 3 seconds
of them. We feel that we can work at
making that up in the three weeks
before the Vails."
There was no such optimism
involved with the performance of
Trinity's varsity heavyweights. Head
Coach Burt Apfelbaum was disgruntled by the crew's performance.
Losing by 16.5, the varsity

heavyweights fell behind at the start,
Georgetown's lead grew steadily and
when the boats reached the 1000meter mark the Bants Were left behind.
The men's J. V. Four with Cox
(2-1) was victorious for the second
week in a row, as they fought a backand-fourth contest for 1200 meters.
But the J. V. Four pulled away from
the Hoyas and won by a length of
open water.
A victory was recorded by the
Noviee Heavy weights, when they
downed the Hoyas freshmen by four
seconds. The Hoyas held a six -seat
lead as the boats neared the 1000meter mark, but the Bantams started
gaining. Taking six seats to pull even
on a power-twenty, the heavies
grabbed a two -seat lead on a powerten, and pulled away in the sprint.
The Novice lightweights found
themselves
behind
both
Georgetown's "A" boat and "B" boat
at the start of their race. 700 meters
into the race, the lights started rowing
through the Hoya "B" crew. But the
Hoya "B'"s held on until the last 1520 strokes. Georgetown's "A" light- •.
weights defeated Trinity by 13 seconds, whileTrinity finished two seats
ahead of the "B" boat.
Trinity's Novice Four with Cox
was defeated by a Georgetown crew.
The Georgetown Men and
Women were awarded the Vespoli
Cup as the program with the greatest
number of points accumulated on the
day, based on the Dad Vail scoring
system.
;___

Men's Lax
Continued From Page 20
Bantams will need to re-establish
their dominance in the loose ball
situations and play good transition
Lacrosse to chalk up a W and beat
Wesleyan.

Attention:
Men's and
Women's
Rugby
Writers
Necleed!
Contact Box
v-apiani Pctci uauuw iici|jcu int. uunia pcis» WcaieyaTI
,
Photo by Sue Muik
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Sports
From the Cheap Seats
By Eric Hammerstrom

Caffeined Eric at the Mac
The outlook wasn't brilliant at the Tripod Sunday night:
The hours began to pass, without a writer in his sight. •
And when News finished layout, and when Features did the
same,
An editor began to sweat his brain began to strain.
The World Outlook writers left, so did the photo staff,
The Editor in Chief walked out/the whole crew seemed to
laugh;
He thought, "It seems my baseball writer is nowhere to be
found—
I have no piece on women's crew, I think my writer
drowned."
The track-and-field reporter brought his article in late,
His Apple disk then crashed and nearly sealed the section's
fate.. .
Down upon that stricken editor grim melancholy sped,
For there seemed but little chance of Eric getting to his bed.
His assistant left an hour ago, having edited some stuff,
But to fill a full four pages there just wouldn't be enough.
As night began to settle, and time began to blur,
The editor's thoughts faded, his words began to slurThen from his chair of doom the sweating editor arose;
And drank some coffee at the Cave,to keep him on his toes.
There*was a chance he'd finish what his section seemed to
lack,
When Eric, caffeined Eric, began typing on the Mac.

Odessa Turner, New York Giants wide-receiver, signs autographs at the TCAC Sponsored charity basketball game
against the Trinity faculty.
* Photo by Timothy Frumkes

Vernon Street Snack Bar Quiz
What major league baseball team once drafted Robie Shults?
The winner of each week's Vernon Street Snack Bar Quiz will receive one Vernon Cheeseburger, one small
.order of French Fries, and one medium Soft Drink, FREE OF CHARGE, from the Vernon Street Snack Bar.
All entries must be delivered to Box 1310 before 5:00pm Friday. Please include your name, box number, and
your telephone number with your entry. One entry per participant. In the case of more than one correct
answer, one winner will be drawn from all correct entries.
'
The winner of our last issue's Vernon Street Snack Bar Quiz was Gail Wehrli of Los Angeles, California.
Gail Correctly answered the question "What is Saga Bob's real name?"
Saga Bob's real name is Robert Schondelmeier.

His fingers shook a little, and his eyes looked kind of red,
His mood began to change, bolder thoughts soon filled his
head.
And then he yelled, "Who needs them. Don't they know
that I'm the boss?"
"I'll fire all the writers but the one for girl's lacrosse."
He tried to get the women's crew team's captains on the
• phone,
"They're the only boat that won, I can't print men's crew all
alone!"
Then he called the baseball captain and asked about the
brawl,
But the captain said, "No comment." He wouldn't talk at all.And then the Intramural guy phoned in with no reports,
"It's O.K.," the ed. imagined, "we'll pretend we played no
sports."
And when the Softball writer only wrote five paragraphs,
"A half-page Jai-alaiad.," He thought, "would probably get
some laughs!"
Then he edited the article about the Giants game,
"Too bad," He thought, "our faculty athletes are pretty
lame."
He knew not what to write about, to make his column good,
Without the big, long words the students never understood.
So with writer's block he sat to watch the Bruins on T. V.,
And as the Garden crowd rejoiced, he couldn't stand to see
The cameraman zoom in upon some crazy Boston fans,
And there he saw his baseball writer sitting in the stands.
"Fraud!" cried the maddened editor, his echo answered
"Fraud!"
He screamed what can't be printed, the phrase began with
"God..."
And then his face grew stern and cold, he felt his muscles
strain,
"When I get my-hands on him," he screamed, "He'll never
walk again!"
The sneer soon fled from Eric's lip, his teeth, he clenched
them all;
He pounded with cruel violence his head against the wall.
And then he staggered back a step, the room began to spin,
He tried to gather, once again, the thoughts he held within.
Oh, somewhere in this favored land the sun is shining
bright;
The band is playing somewhere, and somewhere hearts are
light,
And somewhere men are laughing, and little children shout;
But there's no joy at the Tripod— caffeined Eric has passed
out.

'

Enjoy your meal Gail!

Hate Mail
Dear misinformed Mr. Hammerstrom,
THE BREWERS AND THE ASTROS IN THE SERIES, HA!
,
Your theory about the publicity and autograph leading teams (Tripod March 7, 1989) was good, but for
teams that have heated up the hot stove this winter, I defy you to beat the Red Sox. Margogate, Greenwell's
holdout, Hurst's defection, Clemens' contract, Boyd's mental condition, Rice's hitting in question— need I go
on? This team is poised for victory.
'
•
Myprediction? TheRedSox in the A. L., and in a surprise defection, the Miami Heat in theN.L. TheHeat
will give up on basketball and turn out to be a great ball club in disguise. The Heat will win the series in 7, but
only because the Red Sox won't be able to option Danny Ainge from the Celts anymore.
Sincerely, Steven A. Safran '90
•
Tripod Foreign Bureau Chief
'
Beaver College program, London, England..

This Week In Sports
4/2
4/25

4/26
4/26
4/26
4/26
4/28-30
4/29
4/29
4/29
4/29

Tennis
3:00 4/29
Women's Rugby 11:00
vs. Williams.
vs. Holy Cross
Golf
1:00 4/29
Softball
l:0(]
vs. Western Conn. &
vs. Williams
W.P.I.
4/29 •;
Women's Lacrosse 2:00
Women's Lacrosse 3:00
vs. Amherst
vs. Williams
4/29
Golf
1:00
Softball
3:00
at Williams, Holy Cross,
vs. Wesleyan
Union
Baseball
3:00 4/30
Golf
1:00
at Springfield
NESCAC at Williams
Men's Lacrosse
3:30 4/30
Varsity Track
12:0(
at Wesleyan
Conn. Intercollegiates at
Tennis
TBA
Yale
NESCAC at Amherst
5/1
Golf
'
9:00
Men's Lacrosse
1:00
NESCAC at Williams
at New Haven
5/2
Softball
3:30
Baseball
1:00
at Mt. Holyoke at Nichols (dbl Header)
5/2
Tennis
3:0C
Varsity Track
10:00
vs. Holy Cross
NESCAC at Hamilton
Men's Rugby
TBA
*home games in bold
vs. Haverford College
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Sports
Mens Track 11-0 on Season, Women 7-2
- By Marc Russell —

Spoils Writer
Since every story has to have an
ending I will start by taking track fans
back to Jessee Field for the results of
April 15th's meet against Wesleyan
and Conn College. Both the men and
women won to improve their already
fine season records.
The women ensured victory for
themselves by winning 9 out of 17
events, with both track and field events
contributing strong performances.
Excellent results in the sprints
included the 2-3 finish of Kay
McGowan '89 and Hilla Drewiacki
'92 in the 100m and the 2-4 finish of
Drewiacki and Jen VanCampen '90
in the 220y. As well, the 440y was
taken by Fit" Taffuri '89 who was
followed by Chris Lindsay '91 in
2nd. The hurdle races (lOOy and
44()y) found Eileen Neilan '89 in 2nd
both times on this rainy Saturday.
Once again, Gail Wetirli '89
owned ihe middle distances by capturing a pair of firsts in the 1500m and
3000m races. However, hot on her
heels was Candice Mu(ready '90 who
took third in the 1500m. Mulready
also strided to a .strong second place
in the 800m. Sue Kin/. '89 also performed well by taking a 4th in the
3()00ni.
The Lady Bants were not finished there as moreexciternent was to
come on the field. In the jumps,
McGowan won the long jump while
Taffuri took the triple.. Sophomore
Jen Moran '91 tied the school record
at 5'1" to win the high jump. VanCampen threw well in both the shot
(I st) and the discus (2nd). In the shot,
she nearly broke the .school record.
Also, Lindsay and Pain Barry grabbed

second and third in the javelin while
Barry added a fourth in the hammer.
The4X 100y relay of (Drewiacki,
Taffuri, VanCampen, and McGowan)
and the 4X440y relay of (Moran,
Mulready, Lindsay, and Taffuri) won
their races to seal the victory for the
Lady tracksters.
At the same time, the men did
their share of damage to tiie visiting
teams by winning 12 out of 18 events.
Despite the muddy track, the
sprinters were able to post solid finishes with Rod Moore '89 dashing to '
a second in the 1.00m. The Alderson
brothers went 1-3 in the 220y with
Rhoades '92 netting the win. His
brother, Russ '89, responded in kind
by tying for first in the 44()y with
Scott Isaac '89. Pete Ostrander
hurdled everything that came his way
in winning both the 12()y highs and
440y intermediates'. He was joined in
the 12()y race by Scott Sandora '92
(3rd). Also, Rich DiPreta '91 overwhelmed the opposition in the 440y
race with an Olympic-like finish to
take second. In the middle distance
races, Chris Dick.er.son '89 bulled his
way to a strong 1 st place in the metric
mile while Eric Gazin '91 garnered a
fourth in the 5000M. The 4X440y
relay of Clay Hurd '92, DiPreta,
Campbell Barrett'92,andPatBayliss
'91 ran a hard fought race to take
second.
The Bants owned the field events
this meet. George Logan '91 was a
double winner in both the triple jump
and high jump. Bayliss added a third
in the high while James Lane '92
contributed a second in the triple.
Moore took the long jump while
Logan placed 4th. Also, Rich Skubjsh '89 won the pole vault and was
followed b y James Mackey -'92 in
fourth. The weights also went well as

Sam Gourley '90 won the discus and
took fourth in the shot. Strongmen
Steve Gorman'90 and Chuck Gill'91
went 3 and 4 in the discus while J.B.
Wells '91 won the shot. Gill also won
the hammer while Gorman and Matt
Cressotti heaved the ball and chain to
third and fourth place finishes. Finally, in the javelin Rob Conklin '91
won for the 2nd week in a row as Jeff
Buzzi '90 took third.
This past Saturday, the men and
women tracksters journeyed to WPI
for their toughest and final test of the
regular season. The meet, which was
against WPI, Tufts, and Coast Guard,
was virtually a who's-who of New
England track. However, the day
proved to be successful for the hugelytalented Bantams. While the women
were outscored by a deep Tufts team,
they did have an excellent day in
terms of performances.
Tiie tandem of McGowan and
Drewiacki enjoyed a fine day in the
sprints by going 1-3 in the 100m,
Taffuri also started off a fine day by
adding seconds in both the 200m and
the4()0m, Drewiacki followedTaffuri
in. third in the 200m. Hurdle master,
Neilan, contributed fourths in both
the 100m highs and 400m intermediates to aid the women team's effort.
In what's getting to be a regular
occurance, Wehrli, Mulready, and
Kinzhad another excellent day in the
middle distances. Wehrli and Mulready finished second and fourth in
the 2-lapper. In the 1500m, they both
improved a place as Wehrli won and
Mulready took third. Also, Kinz ran
to a third in the 3000m. All of their
efforts were excellent in spite of the
windy conditions on the track.
Meanwhile on the field, VanCampen hurled herself to a ihird place
in the discus while Lindsay chucked

her 1989 outdoor best in the javelin to
take fourth. One .of the highlights. 6f:.
the day wasTaffuri'Sperformance in
the triple jump were; she jumped
34'5.5" to Utke.second. Her distance
is only about a half-foot off her
NESCAC winning distance of two
years ago. Her efforts were complemented by the second place finish of
McGowan in the long jump and the
third place finish of Moran in the high
jump.
The second place 4X100m relay
of Drewiacki, Taffuri, VanCampen,
and McGowan and the winning
4X400m relay of Moran, Lindsay,
Taffuri, and McGowan also contributed to the women's second place
team finish.
In similar fashion, the men's
team posted their biggest win of the
season by outpointing a relentless
Tufts team, as well as handing perennially-strong WPI one of its worst
home losses ever. The key to the
men's victory was the running events
where they won seven out of the ten
events contested. So, let's start with
the action on the track.
The Alderson brothers commanded the sprints as Russ won the
100m with. Rhoades following in
fourth. Rhoades also took asecond in
the 200m; an event that was won by
teammate Isaac. As well, Isaac added .
a win in the 400m to maintain an
undefeated record in both the 200m
and 400m this season. Bants barrierman Ostrander also did well by winning the 110m high hurdles and taking a second in the 400m intermediates, where he lowered his time by a
half asecond.
..
Senior Dickerson was the story
in the middle and long distances as he
won both the 1500m and 5000m by
comfortable margins. Also, the

4xl00m relay of Moore, Isaac, and
the Alderson brothers won a tight
race to protect their Division 3 New
England #1 ranking.
In the field, Moore had another
consistent';performance in the long
jump to take third. Skubish added a
second in the pole vault by go ing over
13'0", which also qualified him to the
Division 3 New Englands. Logan
won the high jump to keep an undefeated record in that event this season. He also took a third in the triple
jump. In the weights, Cpnkiin and
Buzzi had another good day in the
javelin by going two and three. Both
throwers chucked the spear over 170
feet.

.

•••

V

\

These efforts were all good
enough to hold off all-comers and
give the men an undefeated record of
11-0 for the season. The women
finished at 7-2.
:
Next week is the meet that has
been, talked about for quite some time
- the NESCAC championships at
Hamilton College. Both the men and
women have excellent chances of
bringing home championship plaques.
As things stand, the biggestehallengers for the women will be Tufts and
Williams. For the men, it will be
Bates College. Winning the championship will require a lot of "reachingdown, gut-type" efforts, and the success'of doing that will.indicate the
ultimate success of the, men and
women's teams in winning the
NESCAC s. So, it seems;appropriate
at this time to recount JeS'se Owens'
favorite phrase, "Insideevery athlete,
there is one great performance." If
the past is indicative of) the future,
then by looking at this season, we can
see that Owens' word ring clearly in
the collective cars of the Trinity track
teams.

The College View Cafe Scoreboard
Athlete of
the Week
This week's College View Cafe Athlete of
the Week is Jay Williamson. Williamson,
a senior from St. Louis, Missouri hit 3
home runs this week to lead the Bantam
baseball team to a 3-2 week, and an 8-4
overall record. He hit home runs in the
Bants' 14-5 win over WPI, 5-3 win at
Amherst, and a 21 -4 wi n over Tufts. Trinity
is looking to the ECAC's with 6 games this
week, yesterday vs. AIC, Wednesday at
Springfield, Saturday, a doubleheader at
Nichols, and Sunday, a doubleheader at
Coast Guard. Congratulations to Jay and
the baseball team for a great start

Tuesday is $3 Pitcher Night at The View
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Trinity Teachers Trounced
- By Marc Russell Sports Writer

Gabe Harris (22), Kenny Hill (48), and Odessa Turner (right) watch two
points fall for the Bantam faculty team. .
Photo by Timothy Frumkes

A squad of Trinity staff members ran into big trouble last Thursday. The basketball team, composed
of professors, administration, and staff
members lost 107-75 to seven members of the New York Giants. The
Giants and the Trinity team played in
a charity game sponsored by the Trinity College Activities Committee to
benefit the Connecticut Trauma and
Brain Injury Foundation and the St.
Elizabeth's Foundation of Hartford.
Though from the very outset it was
apparent that that Trinity team had
little chance of defeating the Giants,
smiles abounded on thecourt throughout the contest.
The fun began early int he event
as Giants tight end Zeke Mowatt
entertained the crowd with half court
shots off one bounce. Introducing the
game was Beasley Reece, a sportscaster for WVIT. Player introductions,
and play-by-play were then done by
Stu Dye in perhaps his final game, as

P. A. announcer. The national anthem was then sung by the Trinitones,
and the game began.
The Bantams never led as the
• Giants quickly built up a large margin. Reserve wide receiver Odessa
Turner scored 14 points in the first
half as the Giants ended the half with
a 62-36 lead. Midway through the
half, the Bantams staged a mini-rally,
outscoring the Giants 8-2 with 6
straight points by Philosophy Professor Drew Hyland. Nevertheless, the
Giants, whose other members included defensive backs Herb Welch,
Kenny Hill, and Terry Kinard, wide
receiver Lionel Manuel, and running
back Perry Williams, continually
increased their lead as the half progressed. The highlight of the half
came as Hill climbed the rim to reject
a shot put up by Trinity's Burt Apfelbaum.
At halftime, all the spectators
were allowed to get autographs and
pictures from theGiants. When asked
about how many games he has played
like this, Odessa Turner remarked
that the number was, "about 10 for
me, "We go around to other schools

Springfield Downs Women's Lacrosse
- By Edie Silver Special To The Tripod

quickness has been a huge asset to the
team. At their offensive home positions, Kelly Nash, junior, tallied 2
goals, demonstrating her on-target
shooting ability, and Cindy Lewis,
senior, a consistent scorer for the team,
hit the net for a goal. At the other end
of the field, Liz McK.ee played a sol id
game as goalkeeper,with saves in the
double digits as usual.
Two games, both of which are
home, remain for the women's la-

In what could have been the game
that brought the women's lacrosse
team to the 500 mark, the Lady Bants
fell to Springfield College by a score
of'8-7 on Saturday, resulting in a 3-5
record to date. It was a game of skill
(Trinity) versus scrap (Springfield),
and had there been several more
minutes on theclock, Trinity's heated
second half would most likely have
created a victory. Three of the Bants'
5 losses have been determ med by one
goal, making it a frustrating season
for Coach Robin Sheppard and her
team. The other victors in these goal- By fames A. Beakey Jr,'-.
to-goal games were Colby, 7-6, and
• •. . Sports Writer
Smith, 8-7. Then again, two of
Trinity's .3 victories have been deIt was a disappointing week for
cided by one goal: Amherst 8-7,
Wesleyan 7-6, These close wins have Coach Darr's Laxmen, The Bants
helped to ease the close losses; how- record fell to three and.five after losever, there's been little justice for a ing to both Amherst and Williams.
Wednesday's game brought the
team with such talented players and
Lord Jeffs to Hartford. The Bants
experienced coaching.
looked forward to this meeting hopTrinity has proven itself as a ing to avenge last years defeat at
second-half team, as illustrated in the Amherst, Unfortunately the Laxmen
Springfield game. Whether this is an ended up on the short side of.a goal
. advantage or a drawback remains to scoring fest, 14-13. In the first quarbe decided., Halftime leads are al- ter the Bantams dominated the game,
ways helpful, and Trinity's fate has scoring four quick goals. Middie
been such that its scoring rampages Peter Way scored twice in this flurry.
and tight defense finally reach their Exceptional play by Doug Cameron
momentums'when there is not suffi- and the rest of the midfield helped to
cient time left on the clock to pull keep Trinity in control offensively
through with a win. The Trinity de- during the entire first half.. On", the :
fense, led by Heidi Wisbach, held the : : defensive side of the field the laxmen
hefty Springfield attack to one goal.. ' alsdhad asolid game. •J'MattWoq'ds
Wisbach, voted last year!s Most : showed "his ability ,:tb make some
Valuable Playeron Junior Varsity, ; strong defensive plays and move the
has tallied remarkable groundball and • ball quickly up field to create the fast
interception statistics; She can be • ;break;,,; Steve "True" Lowe also had a
expected to hold together the defen- f i neperformance in the unsettled situsive squad again next season, as a , ation by gettinje a number Of ground
senior. Her fellow defensive players balls -and moving the:play rapidly
, are also underclassmen, which is. upfield, The goalfendijig by Henry \
promising. Trinity opted for a zone Rotenstreich was superb' in the first
defense, in order to put a clamp on ;
; :•;. ;^:V :^'\ ^ ,V:'-:,\: -..:
Springfield's power shooters, and/': half.
:
,
Unfortunately:for^Trinity
the
Tinabeth Passarq, sophomore, made
it effective by'hustling ••through, the game changed for.the worst. Amherst
fan and around the page toget the ball , stormed back behind the, play of
upficld to Trinity's midfield. Sarah .: midfielders Omar Brown and Kevin
Crissman, junior, was also quick to 'Minnicus;;puring a better portion of:
snag the ball and send it en route to the thesecoridhalftheBantsfoundthernselves. in the penalty box due to spme:
midfiekl. •':. '.'. , ..
~•
questionable: officiating, The teams:
Barrett: LaMothe, sophomore,: traded goals: the remainder of the
provided key midfield connections, game. The Bantams were unable to
as did Robin Cook, sophomore, who, score on their last possession to, send
despite playing the length of the field the game into overtime; Sfrqngplay
and receiving nasty checks - the en-, by attackmen John Francini and Ryan
tire team wasavictirnof Springfield's' Martin could not bring the Bants a''
innate and sorhetimes not so Jegal ••-victory',- Mike MacOagnan is the
aggressiveness -remained undaunted •recipient of the "Hit of the Week"
and was able to put in 4 goals, 3 of award with his punishing body check
which she tallied in the"second half of which melted Kevin Minnicus of
the game.; • Cook's endurance and. : A r r i h e r s t , - : ; " ? ' . \.'<•'•"
• •-•;.•••• •••^' "•* "'...:•

crosse team: Williams on Wednesday at 3:00, and Amherst on Saturday
at 2:00. Williams has always been,
and currently is, a powerhouse, but
the Lady Bants are holding fast to
their goal of closing the season with
two wins. If this is the case, they will
proceed to theplay-offs, either ECAC
or NIAC. If Trinity falls to one of her,
upcoming opponents, chances for
further play are dashed, which would
mark an unfortunate milestone in the

Trinity women's lacrosse tradition.
Under Sheppard's guidance during
her 17 years, the team has seen-continual play-off action and been visible and formidable in the tournaments. The legend of women's lacrosse at Trinity may be "on hold"
this season, but, with the underclassmen talent and all that's been learned
this season, the team should get into
gear next season and reconstitute the
legend.

and play charity games (like this)
during the off-season."
The second half resembled the
first. Because the lead was so large,
the Giants took the flashy road, with
Kenny Hill chatting with spectators
while on offense and only 3 or 4
Giants players playing defense. The
Trinity team, comprised of track coach
Jim Foster, "Saga Bob" Schondelmeier, sports information, director
Gabe Harris, Dan "the Mailman"
Grohs, Burt Apfelbaum, professors
John Georgea and Drew Hyland as
well as others, managed to clamp
down on defense and slow the Giant
scoring pace in the final half. However, their own offense continued to
sputter, committing 16 turnovers in
the second hal f alone. Lack of experience appeared as Trinity players
continued to make errant passes. The
lead climbed to 90-55 with 8 minutes
left before the staff managed to trim
the lead. The half also saw 5 thunderous dunks by the Giants on the smaller
Bantams, who could not come up
with a dunk. The Trinity team had
only four players above 6 feet tall.
They tried to counter ,their' height
disadvantage by using wholesale
substitutions every 5 minutes. Apfelbaum commented, "They were just
bigger, faster, and stronger than we
were." Sadly, Thursday was not the
day to defeat the Goliaths in Giant
uniforms;
Despite the one-sidedness. of the
game, most in attendance stayed the
whole game, which was covered by 3
local television stations. An informal
count of the crowd put attendance at
between 200 and 400. David Valzania, president of T. C. A. C. indicated
that "ticket sales had been going a
little slower than we had expected
through the week." Nevertheless,
final day tickets sold well.

Men's Lacrosse Falls To 3-5 Record

1

Saturday brought the Williams
CollegePurpleCows to Hartford. The
Laxmen lost to a very strong Williams squad 15-3. Trinity was markedly disappointed enterina the game
due rn "Ivn d-k il it ik hands ot

Amherst earlier in the week. The
Bants could not keep pace with the
Ephs and allowed a number of goals
off of fast breaks. The attack played
well but was denied a number of
r» ilk
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The Laxmen hope to improve
their record this Wednesday against
their rivals from Middletbwn,
Wesleyan. The Cardinals are also 35 after defeating Amherst 7-3. The
( mitinuul on P.i'£<! 17

In a hard -fought match ,Amherst downed Men's Lacrosse 14-13.
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